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ALAMOGORDO,

ANOTHER PUMPING
PL AST STARTED

COSFERESCE

Robt. N. Wood worth Enthusiastic Over Success of His

Conference Closed Monday

Get 60 Gal-

Well-C-an

lons

per Minute.

NEW MEXICO, THURSDAY.

pointments for Alamogordo
and El PasoRer. Teer
Goes to Cimarron.

The Annual Conference of the
The News having asked me if
South Methodist Church clisen
would give same data concerning my well and pumoing plant, ite session Monday at noon.

FUTURE HOME

BE NATIONAL INSTITUTION

Project Taken Under Consideration by
ereign Grand Lodge at the Session in Seattle.

PRICE

:$0, 19J9.

WILL MAKE ALAMO

SANATORIUM TO

APPOINTMENTS ALAMOGORDO
Ap-

SEPTEMBER

Sov-

Another Eastern
Home Here
Furniture
From

5 CENTS

MILITARY COMPAXY
ELECTS SEW OFFICERS

Capitalist Buys Former Lieutenant Kennedy
s
Elected Captain by L
Car Loud of
Vote Dr. Gudger
Shipped
nani-mou-

East.

First Lieutenant.

Company "I" First Regiment
O. D. Jordan, a retired capita
list from Cleveland, Ohio, aniv- - Infantry had a business meeting
ed in Alamogordo a few days ago, on Mouday night, and elected a
I here with gladly comply,
that Rev. W. V. Teer, who has had
captain.
and will make this his home.
The Alamogordo Sanatorium
T. J. Kennedy, who has been
If the local institution is taken
others situated as I, may see the charge of the Church here, is
Mr. Jordan was accompanied
possibilities before them, and he transferred to Cimarron, and as a national institution Sounds up by the Odd Fellows as an Na- by his daughter, Miss Alice, and first lieutenant of the company,
encouraged to develop the won- Rev. G. H. Givens come to the good,
doesn't it? That is the pro- tional Sanatorium, it will mean his little grand- - daughter, Doro- was elected captain by a unani
derful water supply latent at Alamogordo church. At El Paso,
mous vote.
spect now, any way.
big things for Alamogordo in the thy.
Rev. 0. 8. Wright was
Dr. Raymond H. Gudger, who
their very feet.
Mr.
leaving
Cleveland,
Before
to Trinity Church, and Rev. J. At the session of the Sovereign near future.
held the office of quar
Our ranch is situated about
formerly
Jordan chartered a car and load
sergeant, was appoint
pre- Grand Lodge at Seattle the proThere is no more appropriate ed
one and three quarters miles B. Cochran was
termaster
it to the full capacity with
south west of Alamogordo and siding elder of El Paso district. ject was taken under consinera-tion- . place in the entire southwest for modern furniture and household ed first lieutenant to fill the
The many friend of Rev. Teer
by the election
joins the School Section on its
suoh an institution than Alamo-wo- - goods, and had it shipped ahead place left vacant
regret to see him leave Alamo- Mr, Clements, superintendent
captain.
Kennedy
west side.
as
Mr.
of
of him.
E. Dudley still holds
William
At the ontflet it became appa- gordo.
of the sanatorium, attended the
His daughter, Miss Winifred
rent that we must develop a
Mrs. Helen Gage left Tuesday meeting
What are you doing to help the Jordan, came here during the the office of second lieutenant.
in the interests
Seattle
The appointments of Captain
water supply for purpose of irri for Albion, Michigan, where she
exhibit at the Territorial fair? summer. She liked Alamogordo
of the institution, and will also
are as follows :
Kennedy
gation and domestic use. We will spend some time with friends
The county should have a good so well that she purchased the
First sergeant, M. E. Hilburn ;
therefore drilled a seven inch and relatives. Mrs. Gage leaves spend some time in Denver and exhibit, and if every one will do beautiful residence of Mr. Kirk- sergeant, M. Parwell, cased it with steel casing, many friends here who regret her Colorado Springs, studying met- what, they can to help it will not
patrick, on North Michigan ave Quartermaster
sergeants.
Bob Smith, I.
ker,
inexpensire
an
and installed
bnt departure.
hods at the sanatonoms there.
feel ashamed of.
nue.
Jerzykowski, A. H. Henderson,
efficient plant to pump the water.
When the car containing the R. N. Woodworth.
After a good deal of experimea-ta- l
y
furniture
and fitting for her uew
Corporals, Ciare nee Hunter,
work we found that the casing
home arrived, she had it unload- V. E. Haggquist, B. E. Chivens,
had been driven too low, to 169
ed and everything fitted up be- M. C. Foust, G. N. Kennedy and
ft. from the surface, and had
the arrival of her father and W. H. Kneibert.
fore
choked off the large supply of
ister.
Cooks, George Weigele, Jr.,
water. A charge of nitro powder
Alamogordo welcomes the new
and Geo. Kramer.
placed at a depth of 80 ft. aud
arrivals, and it is hoped that
Musicians, Logan Meeks and
exploded opened up what I bethey will find their new home a Olen Tower.
lieve to be an inexhausta ble
pleasant one
Will Pelphrey was appointed
supply of good water at that
as
drill master, and the company
point.
This water raised to
VOTE ON THE BOOSTLETS
will be out regularly for drill.
within 28 ft. from the surface of
The company has a strong
ithe ground.
The Boostlet Dollar to be Given
membership,
and with the elecThe pump was first tried an the
to the Lucky One This Week
tion of officers as given above
short (12 inch) stroke and at only
Every Subscriber Has a
will soon be one of the best
23 strokes a mi note.
This com
Vote Send in New
pilation furnished us 25 gallons
drilled companies of militia in
Boostlets.
the territory. Mr. Pelphrey is
minute. In thirty hours steady
a first class drill master, and
lumping there was no apparent
lecease in the amount of water
This week closes the "Boost will take great pains to teach
:ommg in, tue pump always
let,, contest. Every subscriber the boys properly.
throwing the fall volume of its
has a vote on the winning boost
BEST SCHOOL
stroke.
let.
Ail tnat is necessary is to cut
The test was such a success
TOWN IN TERRITORY
out the boostlet you think the
ihat we increased the stroke to
best, and if it has no signature Alamogordo Schools in Prosinches. Eight hours pu mping
send or bring it in to The News
m the longer stroke has convinc- perous Condition Baptist
;d me that I can not only increase
office, and we will tell you who
College Thriving.
wrote it.
Ihe stroke to 20 inches, but can
'
would
We
be
to
have
glad
to
at
the
least
speed
increase the
rv;,.
i
KwWMMiBBMBylMlilBMBBhL-tiim
votes in as soon as possible, so
There are few towns in the
strokes per minute. The last
SERVICE BUILDING OF THE ODD FELLOWS' SANATORIUM
'ill given me a flow of 60 gallons
that the winner of the dollar Territory that have as good
may be given the money as soon schools as Alamogordo,"
minute, an amount of water
WILLIAM f. BRYAN
Our public school system is
as possible.
LARGE ENROLLMENT
lat will make a good sized or- - YOUNG LADY MURDERED
pretty
Do
near perfect, aud the city
not
say
is
only
tard a possibility with water to
this
that
a
PASSES THROUGH TOWN
AT SANTA ROSA
IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS
small matter, and that you have schools are in the hands of a
I
ire for truck and alfalfa.
satisfied from my experiment Body Found Wedged in Between The Great Nebraskau Stops a Third Week of Public Schools no time to give to it. It will man fitted in every way to make
only take a few moments of your the schools the best in the counrunning a 35 gallon a minute
Short Time Monday Night
Rocks Day Añer Crime
Closed Wkh Five Hundred
try.
time.
tream over
the ground, that
Has Lunch at Hotel
The only object of The News
Professor George is well qualiOccurred No Clue to
ith 60 gallons a minute and
Pupils Enrolled Thirteen
fied
running
for the position he fills. As
in
this
department
ithout a rose voir I can run water
is
to
Southwestern.
Perpetrators.
Teachers.
superintendent
boost
Alamogordo.
of the city public
ny
There
are
120
point
acres.
on
PHOKt
the
:e
is in his proper eleschools,
absolutely
he
no
'j horse power motor furnishes
conditions
attached
HOB"
William J. Bryan, the great
At the close of the public
A dispatch to the El Paso
HOB
to it. You do not even have to ment. The he is assisted by an
the power necessary and with
SO.
Herald from Santa Rosa dated Nebraska statesman and politi- schools of Alamogordo there was
be a subscriber in order to enter able corps of teachers, each one
Brent furnished by the Alamo- on the 27th, says that Miss Sarah cian, passed through Alamogor- an enrollment of fivs hundred
thoroughly tried, and found
the contest.
rdo Light and Power Co. at
pupile and thirteen teachers.
Hattou, the 18 yearold daughter do Monday night.
worthy.
uew
The
begins
month
with
rate of only two and three
It was not generally kuown It is said there will soon be two
of Mr. and Mrs. R. I. Hatton,
The schools of the county at
week,
next
and
is
very
it
much
iters cent per horse power of Los Tanos, a small station on that the commoner would pass more teachers, making fifteen.
large
are in a flourishing candi-tioto
desired
good
a
make
showing
ir, I think I have almost an
The present school buildings
the Rock Island, nine miles east through Alamogordo on his
The county superintendmonth.
this
Remember,
some
proposition.
of this city, was murdered and homeward trip, and only a few are pretty well crowded, but
will get the dollar. We ent, Professor Simms, says he is
one
me out and turn the switch
people
of
were at the train when the new building is comthe
probably criminally assaulted
have nothing to do with that, very much pleased and encourog-ed'af- c
watch her pump. I shall be
plete there will be plenty of
shortly after noon Friday. The to meet him.
except,
to deliver the money to
the progress that is being
glad at any time to furnish
During the time the train was room for a while, at least.
body was found about 4 oclock
lucky
made.
the
The
one.
readers
of
formation to those interest- Work the uew building is beby Mr. Hatton and one of the at the station Mr. Bryan got off
the papers shall say who that
The New Mexico Baptist Colsearching party among the hills and went to the Southwestern ing pushed. The brick and other one is.
is fast coming to the front
lege
fened! Robt, N. Woodworth.
material has all arrived and was
overlooking Santa Rosa, and with cafe and had a lunch.
or
as
one
of the leading institutions
Send
bring
in
your
votes
as
He was met there by a
put on the ground last week.
in a mile of the city.
, convey
Spelling Contest.
soou
as
of
possible.
learning
in the Territory.
who had found ont that
The work was somewhat delayWord of the finding of the body
l busine
is not as
While
the
attendance
spelling contest was given in
was
on
he
the
train.
ed on account of the material
To Won: on Murder Case.
ineisof"
immediately brought to this
was
first
was
hoped
would be,
at
it
it
Alamogordo
public schools on
Mr. Bryan has quite a few ad- not arriving on time, but it is an
ppearance.
justice of the peace
Mounted
Policeman Dudlev still there is every reason for the
dnesday. The contest consist- - city, and
sheriff Cacaus, Dr. mirers here, aud had it been assured fact that the building left here the first of the week for board of directors and the preGallegos,
twenty-fivw
words, taken
and many other party generally known that he as to will be completed according to tsanta Kosa, where he is to work sident of the school to be encourthe things found in grocery Rudolph
on the Hatton murder case. It is
Alamogordo
through
pass
there contract.
hills overlooking
hoped that he will be successful. aged.
p. This Awtch has proven among Athe coroner's
have
been
would
crowd
large
is
a
say
to
safe
enrollIt
the
that
jury was
anu
me inena will be cap
The school is going to be a
inai
'interesting and should be crime.
ope'"
present to see him, if nothing ment of pupils will be very much i.
j mi
immediately sworn in and an inmere tnas been a consis
uireu.
Under-- !
The men and women who
stained.
The words used
more.
enlarged before the season is tent search maintained since the
are
attending
of the kind that
It cannot' new to the pupils partici- - vestigation begun.
much
as
older,
there
are many murder was committed, both bv
found, the body was
good
When
schools
are
made of. and
B8 in contest,
wd f eats
and are every
enquiries being made by people tne ponce ana by private citizens
wedged in between the rocks and tured and a large cut appeared
coming
more
are
in.
so
but
far
no
definite
clue
has
practical words, which will
partly across the forehead just above who disire to come here and set- been discovered.
stone
ptf beneficial to the children. underbrush and
Everybody is invited to attend
get
their
tle
and
children
in
body
wood uj
showed
The
aleyes.
the
was
clothing
covered it. The
100,1 SMS
Mrs.
Martin's china sale at the
school.
many other bruises and cuts, inPublic Stenographer, all kinds
h- Stepp'g
mother had a most torn from the body and a
Millinery Saturday, Oct. 2
Elite
in
two
holes
the
cluding
left arm O. E. Mitchell and J, A. Baird of typewriting done at 20 cents
of paralysis Tuesday.
At piece of the skirt had been wound
nd.
apelbow,
above
the
that
10
just
per
lines at Business Men's
went to El Paso today to attend
Sports she was very low. around the neck and the left
Buy"
be bullet holes.
the circus.
club.
er life is
Subscribe to The News.
not disnaretf of.
wrist. The skull had been frac- peared to
1

!

i,

1

16
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'

n.

1
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P

e
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WHAT "DRY FARMING" MEANS.

RAISE BROOM CORN

On

.

In Simple Phrase It Denote
Method
of Deep Plowing and Frequent Pul- verizing of Soil.

VYuhirDNeoBit

now

Makes Fair Record in Face o'
Unfavorable Conditions.

nE-- f

there shall be kept above that moistentd bed a close, fine blanket of dust
11'
that shall prevent evaporation.
the furrows be turned at right angles to the prevailing winds of winter
the snow may be caught, and If the
pulverizing harrow be sent over the
field after every rain, the seed is
certain to receive a maximum amount
of sustenance.
If It does not get
enough in one season. It may in two,
and a crop every alternate year, if a
good one, is ample return on cheap
land.
Of course there must be good
soil as a basis only irrigation can
How dot's I knot! wh-da 'lay is
hot?
conquer sand.
Honty, I sits in re shady spoi
To accomplish all this special maKn noUoa ik- way ilitt the ealte m::n
chinery has come into use. Horses
walki
Kn llssfn le wav OSt the whit, man
could not pull plows biting deep Into
talks:
the tough centuries-driesoil, so powerful engines that roll majestically
Ef hit wasn't fer tot, wy l suppose
neveb would know
along with two dozen plows en train
Bat what I 'us treesln' ontül
'us
are in their place. Press drills that
froze
plant the seed deep; pulverizing harHit's suttenly
rows that break the surface into
Houn' don he layin' beside de do
fineness, and other appliances,
Tail des so fas bis 'iuhd' was no roo";
are used. "First get your moisture,
De leaves on de trees hangln' pow'f u
then raise a crop on it." is the forut
de white roan t.ilkin'
tit ter
mula adopted by one successful farmkill!
er.
He told how he had plowed 12
inches deep, had harrowed and cultms ter
Ef hit wusn't fer dat bit
me
ivatedand then raised 35 bushels of
I neveh would know-Hwheat, ,"0 bushels of corn, and generday Bittin' hot ea ir day can be
ous crops of rough feed on each acre,
Hit's suttenly so.
finally starting a profitable fruit oPlies Roes it lonifal' along dc wall.
rchardall this on a rainfall of less
vation.
Nod din' ter sleep till dey slip en fall:
than IS inches annually. Year after
Kn nothin' er inovln" in all de town
Some seasons very dry weather preyear
But de white man runnin' erroun en'
has invails during the winter. I'nder such
roun.
supply and the
has
conditions it may be advisable to pul- creased his grown
constantly
richer and deeper.
verize the surface with a smoothing
Ef hit wasn't fer dat. de chanoes is
I neveh would know
harrow in order to keep the soil from
But what l 'us freesln' en froze n
A SMALL
blowing to an excessive degree. Two UTILIZE
ACREAGE.
friz.
weeks prior to seeding, the field
Hit's sutten so.
should be given a stroke with a disk Method of Doing It to Furnish ContinWhite man er cussln' erboul de lieat.
uous Employment and Provide
harrow, or some implement
which
White man er stompln' wid tiofe ids
will break the upper layer of soil efProfitable Returns.
feet
fectively.
The seeds of broom corn
En moppin' 'Is fare till hit's red as
1 have planted for a
red-- En
are rather small and the young plants
development
tot's how I know, dea lak I said.
make a very slow growth early in the company model tracts or demonstration
to
farms
show
what
season: hence it is desirable to get
can be grown
Ef hit wasn't fer dat. w'y I suppose
I neveh would know
s
the soil into
tilth before and how best to grow it. I also carry
le wasn't heavy so.wid iee en snows - planting season. After the ground has on a line of experiment and demonHit's suttenly
been broken with the disk harrow, a stration work on my own farm, says
smoothing harrow will assist in get- a writer in Spokane Spokesman-Review- .
On all these the plan has been
ting the surrace into the proper
to utilize a small acreage in such a
form.
Hroom corn, like other plants In the way as to furnish continuous employsame group, makes its most rapid ment for a man and provide profitable
growth in warm weather. The seed returns on the investment.
First Manure, intelligently applied,
should not be placed in the soil until
the ground is warm enough to bring increases the productive capacity of
An Explanation.
about rapid germination
and pre the soil in this country, makes it
In our last issue we answered the sent favorable growing conditions The easier to cultivate, prevents washing
queries of Amos Tunkerson of East suggestion has been made that the on the hillsides and causes it to abWind, O.. and Mary Ann Jones of seeding period may be extended until sorb and hold moisture.
Second Thorough and continuous
Feather Dell, Va. Miss Jones asked the first of June. Owing to the fact
us for a recipe for pineapple fudge, that the brush deteriorates rapidly in cultivation will conserve moisture so
and Mr. Tunkerson wanted to know market value after it passes the that fruit and vegetables may be
to perfection, even In the driest
what was good for chigre bites. We blooming stage, and since laborers
have received a letter from Miss cannot be secured at will in many season.
Third Corn of early maturing variJones asking us what in the world we parts of the country, it has been
mean by telling her to try a mixture thought to be an excellent practce to eties can be profitably grown on the
of hot mutton tallow and camphorated
plant the field at different dates. This hill lands between Spokane and the
spirits, and if that is not satisfactory is true more particularly on farms Snake river, both for fodder and
to prepare a mixture of oxide of zinc, where several acres are to be planted. grain. We grew as high as 56 bushels per acre last year and it was a
alcohol, listerine, bichloride of mer- Six to eight acres make a
very unfavorable year for corn. Samcury and arnica;
also to avoid field to be harvested within a
ples of corn cut and weighed on Sepscratching and thereafter not to walk
tember 1, 1908, would yield 16 tons
through the weeds.
Mr. Tunkerson
There are two methods of planting per acre of corn silage of
writes us that our suggestion that he
may be followed., viz., surface quality, enough to feed four cows for
mix four pounds of pulverized sugar which
with a pint of water, boil till it can- planting and listing. Either of these l'tlü days.
With proper cultivation
Fourth
dles, add a quart of pineapple sirup methods, if carefully followed, will
good crops of vegetables can be grown
and set in a cool place was unusual, give good results. In sections where
rebetween the rows of young trees
hut it cured him. His only objection listing is practiced the soil should
ceive some previous preparation, and without damage to the trees.
is that while sitting in the cool place
Fifth A good stand of alfalfa, clo
We
he contracted lumbago.
trust the listed rows need not be more than
that Mr. Tunkerson and Miss Jones three or four inches deep. This is ver and grasses can be secured even
plenty deep enough to secure all the in a dry year, if the ground is wel'
will understand that the error was unadvantages of this system, and there prepared, the seeding done right and
intentional.
will be little danger of covering the no nurse crop used.
young plants at the time of the first
Sixth By seeding moist, cool places,
Could Be Sensible.
"No, sir," said the man with the cultivation. The broom corn seed like north hillsides or draws, with
ordinary
corn
planted
an
with
can
be
clovers and mixed grasses, good pashappy face, "you bet my wife doesn't
squeeze her feet into shoes two sizes planter which is provided with kafir tures can be secured that will furnish
may
put
in with excellent feed all summer, if not overIt
or
plates,
be
corn
too small just to make her feet look
an ordinary grain drill by blocking the stocked.
little and cute."
proper number of feed holes, so that
Seventh Peas and oats in combina"Indeed?" we ask, in surprise.
may be given the correct tion will produce four to six tons of
"And she doesn't lace her waist the rows
excellent hay per acre very nearly
until she can hardly breathe, and un- spacing.
equal to alfalfa for dairy cows. If fed
til her digestion is ruined."
down by hogs they will make 700 to
No?"
BY CULTIVATING CORN. 800 pounds of pork per acre.
PROFIT
"No. And she doesn't smear powder and paint pn her face, or daub
Understand Dry Farming.
her eyebrows with black stuff, or pour Guarantees an Increased Yield and
Xo man should attempt to farm in a
dye on her hair. Not a bit of It."
Prepares the Soil for Next Searegion with limited rainfall nor, In
"She is a sensible woman, then?"
son's Crop.
fact, in a region of abundant rainfall
"You bet. Hut she Isn't the kind
of sensible woman you are thinking
without thoroughly understanding
two things to be accomare
There
about dumpy,
with her plished by continuous or late cultiva- the principles of tillage as affecting
the accumulation of moisture and
hair pulled back so tight she can't
of corn, the cultivation which folplant food in the soil, as a knowledge
wink her eyes. My wife, sir, has a tion long
corn Is apparently-mad- of
the
after
lows
perfect complexion, and marvelous
these principles will be of great
crop assured.
the
and
commercial value to him in either lohair, and a beautiful figure and a foot
One is the guaranty of an increased cation.
Regions of abundant rainthat calls for a size 1 shoe on tbe
slimmest last. That's why she can yield. Conditions may easily be such fall are all subject to drought, and
and pretty both at that a difference of from 30 to 30 per the accumulation of moisture when it
be sensible
cent, in yield is found as between the is abundant, to use in times of scarconce."
corn cultivated continuously up to ity, is a necessity in all progressive
near the time of maturity and that farming.
When She Really Died.
The office boy,
from weep, which was "laid by" early in July. It
ing, stands outside the door of tba is quite certain that In no case will
Use Strainer Pail.
the later cultivated corn be found with
manager's office.
Use a strainer-tomilk pail to pre"If I tell him the truth," he sighs, smaller yield than the other.
vent anything falling into the milk
"he will scowl at me and ask me who
The other great thing to be secured and then take the milk to tbe bouse
and I can't go to her by late cultivation is preparation of as soon as you are through milking,
is playing
funeral."
the ground for the next year. In no for milk is a wonderful absorber of
At last he goes Into the office and other way can this preparation be both odors and microbes.
asks:
made so well as by continuous culti"Please, Mr. Hlrem, can I get oft vation to a late date. The soil is
Salted Clover Hay.
to go to the hall game this
prepared to receive and retain moistIf clover hay Is salted as It goes
ure and to carry the plant food to tbe into mow or stack the salt will help
places where it 1b available, and the to keep the leaves from rattling off.
result of the farmer's work ii to give About one per cent, of salt la the
him double returns.
right quantity.
-
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still-B-
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e
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i

first-clas-

d

good-size-
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first-clas- s

e
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Required to
Raise a Maximum Crop.

Amount

In all the discussion of the term
dry farming'' much mlsunderstaudinr
exists
At the recent congress ther- was an attempt to change the organ
Yield Will Be Increased Several HunUation's name to "Arid Farming Con- dred Pound
Per Acre by Congress."
In simple phrase It means
stant Cultivation Liberal Tilla method of farming that shall
age Brings Soil Into Good
deep plot log and frequent pulPhysical Form.
verizing of the top soil out of as well
as during the growing season, says
It Is a common practice with many Charles Moreau Hargen, In American
to grow broom torn with a limited Review of Reviews. It is based on the
amount of culture. Frequently
the principle that the moisture falling in
seed is planted on freshly turned sod. rain or snow may sink Into the earth
and the crop is allowed to mature If the soil be loosened.
Then that

without receiving a single cultivation.
Although broom corn will make a
fair record, even in the face of unfa- jrabk' conditions the yield will lie
raised several hundred pounds per
acre by better cultivation.
Liberal
tillage brings the soil into good phyform;
It facilitates the atorase
sical
and conservation of moisture: it admits air to the soil and thus gives encouragement to the life processes
which are so essential.
Fields to be devoted to the culture
oi Droom coi n snouid be given timely
cultivation. The broom corn plant
may he grown on the same kind of
soil, and it requires about the same
early treatment as kafir corn. Generally speaking, the soil should lie
,
plowed during the fall and
or very early in the sprlns.
A broken surface will certainly absorb more rain or snow than
a
smooth, hard soil. This plan gives
the grower an opportunity to collect
practically all of the moisture falling
upon the field throughout this period,
and in seasons where the precipitation Is light, plowing, with proper cultivation, will lessen the amount of
moisture.
Early plowing also gives
the soil time to settle, and after It is
worked down in the spring, a much
better seed corn be obtained than
by plowing late and giving late culti-

GROW SUGAR BEETS
of Water

Entirely Upon the Climatic
Conditions, the Time of Planting the Land, and Crop Previously Grown on Soil.

Depends

For several years we have been
trying to determine the minimum
amount of water that would be required to grow a maximum crop of
From a thereotlcal point of
beets.
rial this work appears to be very Important, but after working along this
line for some time, and also studying
the results obtained by the various
experiment stations that have carried
on similar work, we find that aside
from a scientific standpoint the work
is of no particular value, says Prof. F.
Knorr in Ranch and Range.
The amount of water that a Held requires to produce a maximum crop
depends entirely upon the climatic
condition, the time of plowing the
land, and the crop previously grown
on that soil.
Even If we should be able to say
iust how much water is retired for
a certain yield of beets a farmer cannot measure out the water and then
apply this amount to his acreage. All
that we can do at the best Is to use
our own judgment and apply water
accordingly.
Irrigation water may be applied
eivher by flooding or by ditching the
rows.
Farmers that have followed
in
row irrigation are as persistent
their arguments that this Is the best
method of applying the water as are
those that flood the beets and think
they are right. Experiments that we
have conducted on a rather heavy soil
have shown no difference so far as
yield Is concerned, but we have found
that it requires less water for the
same amount of land where we irrigate by the row system.
This past year we came across a
new feature so far as this irrigation is
concerned. We handled a piece of
nither sandy soil, the beets were furrowed and the water run along each
row in one case and every other row
upon another part of the field. After
two days of a rather high wind we
found that the beets were badly cut
down by the blowing sand. The beets
recovered very quickly, we cultivated
the field and at once flooded a portion
of it in order to wet down the surthat came
face. Another
up soon after this irrigation again
damaged that portion of the field that
was row irrigated but did not affect
the flooded part of the field. The water had settled the sand and held it
and in this manner saved the plants
from being cut.
So, after all the work that
has
been done to determine just how
much water to apply we only know
that to get the best results we must,
as in all other operations, use our
best judgment, bearing in mind that
too much water drowns the plants and
the lack of it drys them out.
All indications are that the beet
seed next year will be much higher in
price than in the past years. This is
due to the cold, wet spring that prethe
vailed in Germany throughout
beet seed growing sections. Reports
are coming from Germany that fully
80 per cent, of the beets planted for
seed have rotted In the ground.
From the fertilizer experiments
conducted at Fort Collins several
years ago, we find that by the use of
100 pounds of sulphate of potash and
199 pounds of nitrate of soda tbe net
increased profit per acre was $19.43,
or in other words, the cost of the fertilizer was $9.12, the total income
from the fertilized beets was $89.45,
those without fertilizer $60.90.
There are upon the markets a
great number of
"complete"
fertilizers. We would not advise the
use of these to the farmer, but prefer the purchasing of those elements
that he desires and mixing them in
such proportions as are required by
the soil.
So far all of the fertilizer experiments that we have conducted have
shown that the present time our soil
appears to contain sufficient
phosphate and therefore does not require
the application of this element; If
one wishes to apply phosphate, It Is
best and more cheaply used as "raw
phosphate."
In Europe no beets are grown without the use of commercial fertilizer.
The growers there find it profitable
to use the various elements that the
beets require. If these farmers can
grow beets at a profit by using fertilizer there is no reason why we
should not be able to do so.
wind-stor-

The Soil Mulch.
The soil mulch is for three purposes to more readily admit the rain
when It comes, to admit of a free circulation of the air Into the sail and
to prevent the loss of moisture by
evaporation."
Sometimes the cultivation is not
deep enough or sufficiently frequent
and a crust forms at the top of the
fitm soil underneath the mulch. This
crust shuts out the air to a degree
and it matters little then bow perfect may be the supply of moisture at
the roots, for the growth will certainly be checked.
Nitrification.
Is a necessity In
the soil during the crop growing season is unquestionably true. If the
process of nitrification Is going on
sufficiently to meet the requirements
of the crop this Is always evidenced
by the dark green and healthy ap
pearance of tbe plant.

That nitrification

INFECTION

IN

WELL WATER.

One of the Principal Causes of Human
Ailments, Many Causas of
Which Overlooked.
In many places out in the semi-aricountry water is found only at consid
erable depths and in these sections
people are accustomed to sink deep
wells for domestic use. because naVure
compels them to do so, but In other
places It Is possible to obtain water in
shallow wells. Most persons fall to
realize (hat shallow wells are almost
invariably supplied by seepage water
from surface washings and no matter
how carefully the well may be constructed, its waters are likely to become polluted with the first heavy
rainfall. It Is a well known fact that
impure water is one of the principal
causes of human ailments, but many
of the causes of water contamination
are generally overlooked.
Shallow wells not only receive the
sewage from the surface bu science
has proved that many kinds of plant
life will extend their roots 50 feet
deep to reach water. Since no kind
of land plants will live If their roots
are Immersed in water for even a
comparatively short time, afte'r every
heavy rain a shallow well Is not only
filled with surface teachings, but there
is usually a considerable amount of
decaying vegetable matter directly in
the well. In cities where there is an
epidemic the health department immediately Investigates the water supply
and almost invariably finds the trouThe average
ble in that direction.
farmer and resident of rural districts
on the other hand manifest surprising
negligence in this respect.
The usual well is one only deep
enough to furnish a water supply and
no thought is given to its source. It
is not considered that a sub stratum
might carry the filth, teeming with
germs, of an outbuilding ten rods
away directly into the well and the
drinking of such water is one of the
principal causes of disease in rural
places.
Nature lias provided an abundant supply of pure, wholesome water,
filtered and free from germs, down
deep in every part of the world. These
great beds can be made readily accessible by tapping them with
and casing to bed rock to exclude possible pollution from surface leadlines. When one considers the Improvement which has been made in
well drilling machinery during the last
half century, it is inexcusable for any
man to longer shirk his duty to his
family and himself by not obtaining
the pure water supply that nature so
wisely provides.

n ef Genius Rare,
England
Geniuses ere few.
duced only one Shakespeare, Scotlaat
only on e Burns, German ye only os
Heine, and America only one Poe,
Is Shown His Actions.
The more honesty a man has the
lesa he affects the air of a saint- -.
Jjavater.
When Zeal la Praiseworthy.
Zeal ra not further commenaabl
than as It Is attended with knowleju
Thomas Wilson.
To What Use?
What use do I put my soul? It fi ,
serviceable question this, and should
frequently be put 1o one's self. Ho
does my ruling part stand affectel'.
And whose soul have I now? Thato'
a child, or a young woman, or a tw,
woman, or a tyrant, of cattle, or wild
Ceasts
Aureuus.
Record of the Invader.
"The Ragman Rolls" were a s.rje4
of documents recording the progree.
Tfb rough Scotland m
of Edward
1296, with the names of the noble,
azul other who did homage to bus.

t

A Financier.
The negro, although provertUllr
Improvident, sometimes
has bj,
.weather-ey- e
open. A man gave a dint
to a young "darkey" who had done to
some trifling service. Tbe darkey tim.
ed It back. "ok. Msrse Billy," (l
said, "you knows II doan' want no pa.
for what I does for you. Des gtmtnr
dat ole suit o' close youse got on."- -.
Youth's Companion.
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Ever Get Poor Coffee?
If

You Buy

NEW STATE
or

bore-hole- s

LOUIS BRANDS
You will get Good Coffee
that is fresh roasted daily i
the most modern coffee mill fn tí
New
U.S.
State and Lons BramsI
COFFEE are Rootled in the Flam Sj
Coffee

TURKEY RED IS BEST WHEAT.

natural gas in an electric milt. Thai
process retains all the aroma anil
essential flavors, so absent in other.

Outyields Other Kinds and Seldom
Teats Below No. 1 Flour of Excellent Strength.

and 2 lb. cans is the
produced.

It

the opinion of experienced
wheat growers that the Turkey Red
outyields the Jones Fife variety from
tour to eight bushels to the acre. It
is very heavy and seldom tests below
No. 1. In milling qualities it stands
next to the Bluestem variety.
The
bran is thin, and some millers say it
produces more flour ner bushel than
the Bluestem wheat. When made from
wheat of good quality the flour is of
excellent strength, and many of the
mills are now grinding it for the
bakers' trade. The Turkey Red sold
for one cent less than the Bluestem
variety during the season of 1906.
There is quite a tendency in this
wheat for the kernels to become
starchy.
Perfect kernels are hard,
horny and flinty. When they become
yellow they contain less protein and
more starch.
The cause of this retrogression is not well understood and
presents an interesting subject for investigation.
For seed it is probably
safest to plant wheat containing as
few yellow, starchy kernels as posis

cortee.

HEW STATE COFFEE
in

1

LOUIS BRAND COFFEE
in I lb. bags is high grade at popular I

pnces.
1
1

r
1

lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.

Red
Package retails 25c
"
Green
"20c
" 30e
"
Yellow
" 35c
Pink
"

At All Leading Grocers in OkltJ
Roasted and racked by
Co. 'i Til
The Williamson Ha'joll-Fnule- r
Oklahoma City. Okla.
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FOR
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CHOCTAW FLOW
6001 HOME PRODUCT
FOR GOOD NOME PEOPLE

A

ALL

FORAGE

R00FINI

Curtis & Gartside Co.. Oklabwui
Wholesale Manufacturers of Sash J
Doors, Hardwood Finish Office audi
fixtures. Ask your Lumber

sible.

WINTER

finest!
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SELL

IT

STOCK.

Abundance of Feed Guarantees Best
of Results in Production of
Cream and Butter.

FREE
An abundance
of feed,
and as
DOOR ceaWT
cheaply grown feed as possible, is the
THE 0IUH0HA SASH
W.S.DtHhs.rYis'tiil,
one thing to which the
should bend every energy.
With the exception of perhaps a
dry spots, there is not a farm In
our territory that cannot be made to B. D4T1S. fM. Write 'fer C.laW ' "5K
provide an abundance of forage for
dairy cows, particularly winter forage.
AA Con
in
Nor Is this all. The more forage there
uUi
ÜU5LTIUNÜ.
Is provided and consumed, the greater
218 Wen Grand Avenue. Oklahoma CO.
will the producing capacity of the
land so devoted be. It Is tbe one kind
PEERE IMPLE
of farming that builds up itself
and
the farm at the same time. Fodder
ndVELIE VEHICLES
corn and silage, oat hay and millet, OR JQKH DEERE PLOW CO..
rape, mangels, turnips and, where possible, clover and alfalfa, should be
grown on the strongest land and
fed
out on the same; and more forage
crops grown where the resulting en- oii.ho2L
richment goes, until every cow, calf, conKnrrwtTvoicit iwnictTtn
sheep, hen, horse and hog shall not
WESTERN NATIONAL
know what short feed or pasture
Uiatalae and Tame. Tour '"M,'"íí
means the year round. Then the but- fir.,
eel immilel la joer Walíl
"
aera Bol raer
ter and cream will come the year
round instead of for a few weeks
only; the egg basket will be a con- BOOKKEEPING Id
Arr in
stant surprise, and the pigs, calves
lambs and colts will weigh as they
:
aat Waal Bala swat.
never weighed before.
farmer-stockma-
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Care of Garden.
.r. ml or au "a
Zi7TTT7.'Zrr--T.- Z
The garden will do well manured
MISTE' UOIÍS' TalUIS
calan
Hmt Bala Street. Oalaaeam ot
with barnyard manure applied
Breaea 1 M. lóale Kalrtae!
in the
fall and disked into the
soil If not BS
AIAII k- -.
plowed under deep.
Roth barnyard
and green manure work well on land
""V"1 ELECTRIC SÜPPL
..a
for any crop and produce
astonishing S. W. ELECTRIC CO.,
results in the growth of garden truck
Oreen manure will tend to make
SHERMAN MACHINE &
heavy soil light and ui
K.n.n.
oaSS. Baten OeMea Cleeae
" u
,
.
and will make
un
Salle. Beeel Walk a i5eaSi
mi iucavmr ana aalaee
not so apt to blow with
strong winds.
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HEAD Of DARTMOUTH COLLEGE

(hall

I. wauling In drapalr.
Dm brcauaa h woma-'- s
fair"

or

Prof. Ernest F. Nichols of Columbia
University, Known as Broad-M- i
nded Scholar.

make pair my inxki with MM
Vauac anuther'a roay air?
H- she fii -- r than tlx day.
Or thi- rlnw'ry meads In Max.
If ahr thinks nut welt of m-- .
What care I how fair she o!

Hanover. N. H. Prof. Ernest F.
Nichols of Columbia university, Just
elected president of Dartmouth college. The new president of Dartmouth belongs to the most useful
class of
scholars whose
interests are not confined
by the
boundaries of any one field of thought
or activity, but extend over all fundamental problems of human concern.

she good, or kind, or fair,
will ne'er trip mor drapair.
If alie MM me. tlila believe:
I will
M ere alip ahall grieve;
If ah alight me when I woo.
1
ran arorn and let her go.
If alio be not fair for me.
What are 1 for whom she be!
Oeorge Wither

11
1

A Martyr

broad-minde-

was silting on the verandu of the
So after a bit,
of Grant Center, when a boy 'your man ain't got
up
the street and elected. Suppose I
ctme running
ship. ted, breathlessly:
"They're com-i- It'd be Just wasting
I

They're

most

here!"

,t

'Deke,'

says,

he

this cry the whole neighborhood
Men hurried up from
ail directions,
and the storekeepers
rami to their doors. Then more boys what'll elect the next president.
I'm
came down the street, all with the going to vote Socialist-Labortame cry: "They're comin'! They're
" 'Huh,' says the Deke,
'and you talkotnln'!"
ing about wasting your vote.'
Circus in town?" I asked the landlThen It was Bill's turn to get hot.
ord.
'Say,' he says, 'I'll tell you what I'll do.
"No, no." he said.
"Hut you wait I'll bet you that we get more votes
sud you'll see some fun. I've got to right here in Grant Center than you
be i;olng myself."
With that he left do. Bet you ten dollars.'
" Sorry I never bet.' says the Deke,
ni'1 and disappeared into the hotel.
wild shout arose In the street. I ' 'cause It's easy money.'
'You're 'fraid,' says Bill; 'but seelooked up and saw a strange group
approaching. It consisted of an old ing it's you, I'll make you another
If you get more votes
man, tall and erect for all his long, properstshun.
, in this town than we do, I'll swear off
white beard, and Ave or six
elderly women.
Walking for a year, and If you don't, I want
you to take a good, stiff drink of
slowly and solemnly, as if to the gallows, they came up to the hotel and whisky at the hotel every day for the
turned and mounted the steps. Then same time. Is it a go?'
"Well, the Deke thought it over and
the crowd, which had been gathering,
made a rush and swung in behind it seemed n sure way to get Bill to
them, almost treading on their heels. sign the pledge. He didn't suppose
kpt my seat, and the whole process- that more than two or three men in
ion, principals and all, brushed past town would vote like BUI was going
e and entered
the barroom of the to; and, of course, he couldn't back
botel. Wondering what it could ail down before the crowd.
So he took
the bet up. Then everybody passed
mean, I arose and followed.
the
word 'round, and a lot of fellers
When I found myself Inside I saw
Just
tbe landlord standing sedately behind went up and voted Socialist-Labo- r
to have a Joke on the Deke.
And
when they came to count up, Bill's
man was 'way ahead.
"The Deke has been paying up the
bet like a man ever since. A lot of
women always come along with him.
They think he's a noble hero, and that
whisky is something like boiling kerosene."
"But does the deacon think so?" I
asked.
"Well," said the lundlord, "I can't
say. But It's surely affecting his memory. Why, sometimes he comes here
In the morning and has his drink, and
then forgets all about It and comes
again after dinner."
awoke to life.

.'

severe-looking-

J

Prof. Ernest F. Nichols.
Dr. Nichols was born in 1869 at Leav'-enwortKan., and was graduated at
the age of 19 from the Kansas Agricultural college with the degree of
B. S..
The next year was spent in
teaching, and the three following
years as a graudatc student in mathematics and physics at Cornell uni-

versity, where he held the Erastus
Brooks fellowship. He received from
Cornell the degree of master of science In 1893, and doctor of science in
1S!7, both taken in course. In 1892
he was appointed to the chair of phy-ic- s
and astronomy in Colgate university. Dr. Nichols was at Colgate
for six years, but two and a half years
of the time was spent on leave of absence, studying under Planck and Rubens of the University of Berlin.
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"BISHOP

OF

WALL

STREET."

Rev.

Nelson P. Dame Holds Daily
Meeting in Front of Old Custom
House in Gotham.

Although this is the dull season In
Wall street. Rev. Nelson P. Dame does
not always find it eafcy to draw an
audience when he stands at noon in
front of the old custom house building and makes his daily talks on religious subjects. The street has become accustomed to the figure and
style of Rev. W. J. Wilkinson, who
for many years preached a daily sermon on the same spot. It listened to
Mr. Wilkinson very attentively and

ELIVER me. in the
first place, from
They
old saws.
have done a great
deal of harm. But
one which
the
chiefly Impresses
me with its utter asinlnity is the one
about procrastination being the thief
of time. I tell you, there never was a
greater mistake!" and the C. G. went
on with her dusting, digging violently
into the corners of the furniture.
The expected question which somebody put, brought forth this protest from the Cheerful one: "I
don't believe In this absurd habit
of doing things
at once and
promptly.
In that way you never
get out of doing anything. Haven't
you noticed that the folks who are
smart enough to put things off till tomorrow never have to do 'em at all?
Somebody else with the fool Idea of
neatness or promptness does it for
'em.
And you are so busy doing
every
thing at hand that
you cannot do big things and get
glory. And I am forever wasting time
being prompt at appointments.
The
other fellow is never there, and I
waste precious time which I might
put in doing something which would
make the world ring with my name.
Little things duties at hand prompt
attention to what lies nearest they
are my undoing.
I am always on
hand, my house is always in order, I
do everything under my nose, and
what is the result? Nothing to show
for it, and nobody knows me from
Adam. If I had it to do over again,
I'd let all the little details go and do
some grand stunt that would make
people talk.
"But are you sure you could do the
big things?"
This was thrown as a sort of bomb,
but the C. G. was not feazed. "Perfectly sure; any of us women can do
big things if we are given a show.
And I don't ask it for the glory so
much as in the hope of getting out of
work.
It's the 'trifles' that make
work," and she went on with her
dusting.
fiddle-faddl-

THE LESSON OF THE STORM.

T.Y.'

1

.ike

cannon-flasand
then the thunder loud.
Like beat of drum.

SUS

Those of a Light Blue Shade in Color
Are Now the Most Sought
After.

how the frightened
flowers In dismay
Their colors strike!
For petals, rose and lily,
strew the way
Along the pike.

See

The Old

Man Turned Around
Held Up the Glass.

and

De-ci-

the

bar in an immaculate white linen
the women
Without a
landlord set
glass. The
and poured
out an unmistakable amber liquid.
it up!" called a man at my
nil
.
and "Fill it up!" "Make him fll!
It up!"
echoed a dozen other voices.
y way of answer,
the old man
turned around and held up the glass,
full to the brim.
Then impressively
he drank it off. Immediately one of
the women handed him a glass
of
water, another patted him on the back,
and the others sighed and groaned in
helpless distress. And then they all
marched slowly through the crowd to
'he door without paying the slightest
attention to the hoots and
that went up on all sides.
After the crowd had melted away
and the landlord had rejoined me on
'he veranda, I asked for an explanation of what I had Just seen.
He
huckled to himself for a long time before he could find voice to begin.
"Oh, that was nothing," he said at
last. "That happens every day. That
Id feller was
Deacon Weatherbone,
fnd those women belong to the temperance society.
The Deke's a great
'empcrance man, too didn't seem so
while ago, but it's true, and that's
how he came to
take that drink.
Kinder mixed up, I know, but I'll tell
Jou all about It
"You see, last election the Deke was
hanging 'round outside the voting-Plactackling everybody to vote the
Prohibition ticket, and argif ylng
powerful.
Well, along came old
Todd, and the Deke went up to
him.
Now, BUI had a few election
drinks in him and be started urgify
"iK back at the Deke.
A big crowd
Kot around
them, and that put BUI
Kht on his dignity, and he threw It
'ato the Deke for all he was wcrth.
oat. The old man and
alkod straight up to him.
movement of his face the
out a black bottle and a
old man took the bottle

I

cat-cal-
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some-thin-

111

turf

copper-colore-
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Ful-me-

self-colo-

rough-haire-
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d

blue-bottl- e

well-grow- n

hat-peg-

Evenly and mildly cured
and scientifically cooked in

Ubtty'a

Oromt Whit o
all the natural
flavor of the fresh, prime
beef it retained. It is pure
wholesome, delicious
and
ready to serve at meal time,
Saves work and worry ta
summer.

KHokem,

iMIUgllS.

And neekH an. I lnughs
between;
And In the grosses holds
ca rouse.
His mischief self unracn.
He blows about the flower lieil.
richest
And wlHtdle
bloom.
l'
my
rings
Then
lolls about
load.
Incense f sapet perfume.

Other Libby "Healthful"
all ready

So. ladies fair, if wern and spent.

to serve, are:

Come out beneath the trees.
And drowse outdoors, and laugh
With Bummer's fool, the breeze.

The London Cookshop.
From this the present restaurant
had its beginning. In the days of
Elizabeth these cooksbops were the
only eating places In all England.
"The Worshipful Company of Pas'e-lars- "
was the name by which these
cooks were called, and they had public stalls ( located chiefly in the famous East Cheap) where you carried
to be cooked the meat procured at the
butcher's stalls next door. Food was
prepared and served at these
but it had to be brought
for
preparation by the customer. If he
wanted wine, too, he brought
that
with him; vegetables, pastery, too,
he must carry. Later, however, the
cooks began to gradually provide, not
only the cooking but the procuring of
the viands, and from this came the
restaurant as we know it. A great
convenience over the method of arming oneself with baskets of provender,
and waiting at the first cookshop for
the stuff to be prepared. The street
of East Cheap must have presented
the spectacle of a constantly recurring tide of persons laden as if for a
picnic!

Voml

Loaf

O how OmOW

"Purity goes hand in hand
with Products of the Libby
brand".
Write for free Booklet,

cook-shop-

"How to make
Things to Eat".

Good

THE LAW'S DELAY.

Laura' Meat Pie.
Laura is one of the best cooks in
the south, and when she makes a
meat pie well, we all eat too much.
When asked for her recipe
Laura
said: "La, bless you, honey, I don't
never have no receipt for that pie; I
Just taken an' th'ow the things
When pressed for details, however,
she condescended to say that she took
two pounds of raw, chopped meat, or
one pound of cold meat, previously
cooked, and added three
Hix What's the best way to never
eggs,
of an onion, a large settle a question?
potato, and plenty of salt and pepper.
Dix Go to law about It
This mixture well chopped together,
she pul into a baking-dislined with
Valuable Knowledge Spreading.
pastry. Cover the pie with another
Every day- sees hundreds of new relayer of pastry and bake. Laura add- cruits in the war against tuberculosis,
ed: "Ef the meat, honey, is kind o' and every day brings new methods for
pore, you better put in some butter." the fighting of the plague. The NaI think that by "pore," Laura meant tional association predicts that if the
lacking in fat, but
didn't dare ask present degree of interest is mainfor more definite wording.
tained, within five years everybody in
the United States will have been inTHE HAIR OF FORTUNE.
formed on the way to prevent and
cure tuberculosis, and concerning the
NE time a witty French,
infectious nature of the disease. Two
man. of
things in particular are needed, and
A philosophic mind.
for these the National association is
Spake thus of Opportuworking in every way. They are, a
nity
"She hath no hair bemore complete registration of tuberhind."
culosis cases, and the further isolation of dangerous advanced cases of
This Is quite true of Fortune fair,
consumption.
1

if'

d

-

Ubhym

Bmaf and even 'the best
that' told in bulk.

hnitnhes and

triumphs in original color
were seen at the great champion show
.fe is at pause; hushed
of cats at the Crystal palace, London,
is the hum of bee;
England.
And swish of wing;
The veil Is lifted; man
With the modern cat beauty Ig to a
himself may seem
large extent skin deep that ig to say.
A puny tiling!
coat and color reckon high, and high
Our pomp of armies, kings and pageanvalue is set on certain combinations
tries.
of color which have only recently
Are but a sham.
been achieved in their full measure.
In storm and tempest, lo, Jehovah says:
"Behold, I AM!"
The most artistic of all modern cat
is the blue Russian, of which Lady
The Bable in Summer.
(That lady much mahas the pick and won most of the
This is the season when infant morligned).
prizes. Her best exhibits are of a
I
wears a long lock on
She
tality
at its height. A famous phylevel light blue tint, absolutely
her brow.
sician of Westminster, says of this
by any other shade, and they
But she is bald behind.
lamentable fact: "The death of babies
possess that second desideratum
Rev. Nelson P. Dame.
Is in most cases directly
summer
waving ringlets o'er
in
The
a
eye, which, to the reher eyes.
traceable to summer diarrhoea.
He
gret of all cat breeders, is apt to fade
Proclaim
the lady blind;
gave him a rousing reception when goes on to say that because of the
Then seize them; she will
into- the common green with age.
breast-fefact
esthat
London
to
bishop
of
brought
babies
the
be
you
lift
far.
In the case of the white smooth-hairecape, we can plainly see the need of
And Failure leave behind.
cat the eye should be blue, and address the brokers one day last year.
care In the milk given artificially.
Mr. Wilkinson is doing missionary
r
such an animal as the unbeaten
Watch, watch, then for her coming.
Keep the milk
need is,
With an ever constant mind.
Snowstorm Is a revelation In the work for Trinity church and Mr. primarily, for the clem the
care
of the Her forelock grasp or you are tost
better
He
successor.
become
his
has
Dame
bleeder's power to get the pure colors
She "has no hair behind!"
milk before distribution, but It Is also
facetiously
to
the
brokers
known
is
he seeks.
true that the mother, the housekeepAgain, the silver tabbies,1 whose vir- as "the bishop of Wall street." These er, has
Vegetables with Meat.
much to do with keeping it in
tue depends on the blackness of the Wall street sermons are delivered In good condition. Absolute
It Is a god plan, when a light diet
cleanliness;
may
coUoquial
style
to whomsoever
lines and the clearness of the markIce, if possible, and, above all, a bottle is more healthful, to use meat in coming between them, are preferred either be attracted by the novelty of lis- which has no tube nor screw top
to bination with vegetables. Thus less
open
street.
tening to a sermon on the
with golden or green eyes.
meat will be required. A very little
easily
infected.
become
Use
a
simple
disSo, in the
"oranges," a They are, however, rather frank
beef or mutton in stuffing goes a long
a
large
nipple
with
which
affair
can
be
cussions of a broad morality than docway.
very popular shade in
easily
cleaned.
cats, the eye matches the coat very trinal sermons. Mr. Dame will unFor the stuffing of any vegetable
beyond
But,
above
and
all,
watch
for
closely. But to the public, who do not doubtedly work his way Into the heart the flies. It only now becoming rec- use a mixture of a half pint of finely
personality
a
If
be
has
street
Wall
of
smooth-hairedeal in special color, the
ognised that common house, flies do an chopped meat (cooked or uncooked)
Russian blues with the copper eyes like that of Mr. Wilkinson, and will infinite deal of harm by carrying dis- with an equal amount of breadpreaching
to
as
in
time
himself
find
crumbs; Season with salt and pepper,
are the most remarkable example of
ease germs into our food.
modern color schemes and the highly large an audience. The services are
Perhaps we will mend our way chopped parsley and a daah of
auspices
of
the
the
under
conducted
artistic cat.
when we read in the London Lancet: onion juice.
Cucumbers, squash, tomatoes, etc.,
Some of these are worth $250, Evangelistic campaign committee.
was allowed to walk
"A
though the best are descended from a
across a piece of freshly sliced pota- are all delicious when stuffed with
recent
and blemished progenitor
The World Went Round.
to.
The potato developed colonies this. Clean, but do not peel, the cupicked up for a song In a shop In
When Blogglns, Sr., on the occasion of microorganisms
all along the cumbers and squash; cut them in
Fulham. England.
of his annual party, was obliging his track of the fly, while elsewhere no halves and stuff, afterward tying them
together with strong twine. First fry
guests with "'Tis Love That Makes such development took place."
Fox Asleep In a Bedroom.
the vegetables In a hot dripping-pan- ,
World Go Round," Master William
the
a
recommend
Lancet
The
safe
and
fox, after making a
A
seized the opportunity to re- simple way to get rid of flies: "Put turning them until all sides are brown
Blogglns
raid on a pouVtry pen at the back of a tire for a few minutes behind the Jap- two spoonfuls of weak solution
well saturated with grease. Then
of and
residence in the center of Wolver- anese aereen with his aire's half formaldehyde (to be cheaply bought bake In a moderate oven for an hour.
hampton, England, quietly mad
his smoked cigar.
Some prefer to pare the cucumbers
at any drug store), into a pint of water
way through an open window Into a
The applause subsiding, Master and place this in shallow plates about and squash, but tomatoes should be
bedroom, where he was found shortly Blogging was observed by one of the the room. Files are attracted
and baked without peeling. Bake the latafterwards reposing in a corner of company to be looking .ar from well. drink; the fluid kill them, and
with ter quickly, and serve with a sauce.
with
the
remain
room
of his HU face had taken on the hue of put- this advantage that It also disinfects
the
Mayonnaise for Two.
morning feast round him.
A smart
ty, and his eyes stood out like small them."
This is easily made by beating the
resulting
In
ensued,
Reynard's
hunt
yolk of an egg with four tablespoon
capture.
A Sandwich Hint.
"Good graciaus, Willie! What's the
AU sandwiches taste better If made olive oil and some lemon Juice. Beat
Mrs.
Blogglns
cried
matter?"
In
alarm.
On Man Holda Many Offices.
the egg thoroughly with the acid first
you've been smoking."
with toasted instead of plain bread
There is a union of hatmakers at "I believe
Then the oil will not curdle.
are they welcome a
especially
nia
a
head.
shook
Willie
Le Mana, France, in which the offices
" 'Taln't that," he declared, untruthchange. Toast the bread in large
secretary
of president,
fully. "If it's true what father's been slices, cutting It Into the desired
and treasurer are ield by one man.
singing about, I I reckon I'm in love!" shape afterward. Do not batter.
Many

a marked distino

between

hard-boile- d

the black mass of
marching clouds.
The lightning's come.

ROM

CATS SELL AT HIGH PRICES.

-

tlM

Tl

Oookad Oornod

is root
Out here beneath the
trees;
The Jcstor wind. King
Summer's fool
I'lpes in eaeh passing
brrale.
til-

no show of being
did vote for him,
my vote.'
"That made the Deke hot. 'Is that
so?' he says. 'Well, who are you going to vote for, anyway?
'Me?' says Bill, throwing out his
chest. 'I'm going to vote for the party

tí on

X HOTTEST days the

lie lifts

(Copyright, by J. B. Llpplncott Co.)

They're couiln'!

There's

On Procrastination.

V Food

Ubby' a Cooked

FOOL.

SUMMER'S

THE CHEERFUL GROUCH

J WW

Products

?ABIjNET

to the Cause

hotel
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By Emanuel Lissner

'

Mile

HEN

ON FOOD

The Right Foundation of Health.
Proper food is the foundation of
health. People can eat Improper food
for a time until there la a audden collapse of the digestive organs, then all
kinds of trouble follows.
The proper way out of the difficulty
is to shift to the pure, scientific food,
,
for it rebuilds from the
foundation up. A New Hampshire
woman says:
"Last summer I was suddenly taken
with Indigestion and severe stomach
trouble and could not eat food without great pain, my stomach was so
sore I could hardly move about This
kept up until I was so miserable Ufe
was not worth living.
"Then a friend finally, after much
argument. Induced me to milt mv r,,r.
mer diet and try Grape-Nut"Although I had but Untie faith I
commenced to use It, and great was
my surprise to find that I could eat
it without the usual pain and distress
in my stomach.
"So I kept on using Grape-Nut- s
and
soon a marked improvement was
shown, for my stomach was performing its regular work In a normal way
without pain or distress.
"Very soon the yellow coating disappeared from my tongue, the dull,
heavy feeling in my head disappeared,
and my mind felt light and clear; the
languid, tired feeling left, and altogether I felt as if I had been rebuilt
Strength and weight came back rapidly and I went back to mj work with
renewed ambition.
'To-daI am a new woman In mind
as well aa body, and I owe It all to
thlp
natural food, Grape-Nut."T,. era's a Reason."
i mk in pkg. for the famous little
boor "The Road to WellvUle."
ramal the akeve
A
a . swam mm tiara letrart
to tiara,
are
mine, trae, aa tall at
Grape-Nuts-

y
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ALAMOGORDO

NEWS' Brother

H. LA SALLE. Publisher
Cnbllshed

every Tbureday at
Otero Canary, N. M.

$1.50 a Year in Advance.

Saxon, of the Oloud
croft Silver Lining, is a boostei
all the time. But then, ther-- i
are three other boosting paper in
the county, and not one knocker.
Of course we all have a tender
spot for our own little corner of
the country, but we want to see
the WHOLE county come to
he front, ami it can't be kept

TF you want the extreme length in a corset,
the one that gives the long line and the

THE PERKINS FAMILY

hipless cect, buy
a Kabo No. 701.

Why They Are Not Going to the

There's nothirgin
stylish models mat

REASONS

.

I

iMltli

As for The News, it is
UlMMk
tte back.

in
Enured it the
Hew Mexico, for transmission thruua-alie a?- second class matter.

ADVERTISING

BATES.

Bagiaalai August 1. the following
advertising rates will become eftVe

News. Abso
latch ao coaeawtoa to anyone.
1
Profésele nal Cards occupying
Inch or less space. 81 a month.
Plain Display advertising. 15 cents
per single column Inch each inser
tloa. Display Ads eontalning only a
reasonable amount ol price list matter M cents per single column inch
Display Ads containing
...
large amount of figures and price
list matter. 25 cents perslngle column
inch each issue.
Locals or reading notices, One
Cent a word each Issue. No charge
If locals are
made by the line.
wanted In black face type, double
Figures
price will be charged.
count same as words.
Minimum charge on local readers,
charge on dis25 cents Minimum
play advertising. SI 00.
Cards of thanks, resolutions of respect, obituaries and notices of
churches and societies where an ad
mission fee Is charged to the affair
advertised, one cent a word.
These prices are the same as are

tive In The Alainogordo

our desire and aim to help make
of Otero county one of the leading sections of the whole southWe have nothing but the
westbeat of feelings for every town
and community of the county,
enterprise
a n tl every public
which The Ne.vs endorse and
supported because The News believes it to be for the best interest of the county as a whole.

S

DIARY.

IN

to It When Wif.y Den Explanation Calla Him
Meanest Man In Europe, Ar . Africa
or America.

Hubby

Ref.rt

Legal Notices.

mands

isn't made by the
manufacturers of.

We carry a full line
of Kabo Corsets

Copyright. 1997, by M. M. OrnnlnJfcstH
Mr. Perkins had taken a seat on the
a cigar
veranda after dinner to mi
nd he reasonably than! .! that he
was alive, and he was Jr. t enjoying
the reddest kind of a sun t when Mrs.
rerkins Joined him with n certain olll-nes- s
of countenance that put him on
as sly and
his guard at once. P'
suave and smooth as she talked alKiut
bugs and moaqnttoM and pestch blos- -

Prices $s to $1

rr-- n

i

tbf

23: last Pub. Oct. Ji.
Notice of Publication.
Sept. II, ivtoi.
Notice Is hereby given that Anule

Copyright

1909

Kbo

Corset Co.

VTartn fitvle 901. A straight warned corset of ex
treme length with moderately high bust: made of batiste
with lace trim: Bas2 pair of hose supporters:
S1.60
front clasp: white only. Sizes 18 to 30.
Labo Style 702. Same as 701. in coutil: white only.

Pile,'2Jnfl

R, M w,0
Snnsoaie. of Alamogordo,
n March 21. 1903. made Hcajaalead
No 3900 (serial 01459). for NgU
Section 33, Township 18 S., King.- 9

Meridian, bas lied noticed
Final Kiw y,.tr
Proof , to establish claim to the iai,
above described, before V. J. Huh, D.
S
omtnlssloner at Alamogordo N M
'
on the 1st day of November. 1900.
Claimant names a- - win,
N.

d

y

oooxooxoo
Hot Point Pacific

I

Electric IronJ

8

labor-savin-g

Thirty Days Free Trial.

to make

Uenrge Dllland,
Q

of Alamogordu,
of
do
of
do
of
do

tiran'.

N. m.

JOSEOONZAI.E8,
Krister.

First Publication September

M.

sf

V.

ISIgned

Corset; it is effective
and comfortable.

Another new shipment of
G. Barber, of Russia, has
Aelexandre Smith, and
Sloan,
digger
purchased the big potato
hv al' othr county seat pa- aud Son's fine rugs
T.
ImproveSmith
W.
Alainogordo
from
the
I pers in the territory.
ment Go. and is going to dig all and art squares just arrived.
the potatoes in his section of (be This makes the largest and finest
country. Mr. Barber has in so and most expensive line of floor
Careless With Laundry Work.
many potatoes he has been trad coverings ever brought to Otero
ing some of them for horses, or Co. Call and see them at OlHundreds of interested people
A Mournful Tune.
at least been trading horses and iver's.
have visited the tuberculosis exheard of "nerve" all gave a patch of potatoes to boot.
We
have
hibit on Overland street and
PAOFIC 1MONTHLY, of
viewed the methods taken to along, but that violinist who Mr. Barber has been here several THE
Oregon, is a beaumarch,
Chopin's
funeral
played
years aud has invented a way to
arouse Dublic sentiment in the
magazine. If
illustrated
tifully
slow
was
gas
illuminating
while
The
seanons,
put up hay in wet
fight against the dread disease
in dairying,
interested
you
are
The average American is a man ly asphpxiating him, until dead Silver Lining gave this method
raising, or
poultry
raising,
fruit
Lake
is the limit in that line.
several years ago and we have
of peculiarities all his own. He
irrigated
know
about
to
want
Times.
the first "kicker" yet to hear
will rush for a shotgun to enforce Arthur
or free govlands
timber
lands,
Hav
from against the method,
a quarantine against smallpox, a
ernment land open to homestead
Incorporation.
ing a section of fine land to farm
disease which, under the worst
entry. The Pacific Monthly will
circumstances, may kill as many The People at Santa Roso want aud a potato digger to harvest give
vou full information. The
as ten out of every one hundred incorporation too, and it is to be them with, there is no reason
is 1.50 a year,
price
put
attacked, and then calmly expose hoped they will get it. A town why Mr. Barber shoulden't
you
will send twenty-fiv- e
If
his entire family to tubercular the size of Alainogordo, or Saiita in 100 acres in potatoes next year.
stamps,
in
cents
three late issues
troubles, which kill about 100 Rosa, should be inco:poration.
Then he has only two miles to
you
so
sent
that you may
be
will
He It is to the interist of the Citiz- haul them toa shipping point.
per cent of those attacked.
aquainted
with
it. Read
become
foltelephone
for
the
(Jloudcroft Silver Lining.
will frantically
ens, and it must come. The
the following splendid offers :
police and health department if lowing is taken from the Santa
Buy you a Feltmore, the best Offer No. 1 Mc Clure's Magahe discovers a decayed cat in a Rosa Sun of last Friday :
on earth at Oliver's.
mattress
zine. Woman's Home Companback yard on his block, and then
We publih today a dispatch
ion and The Pacific Monthly,
go down town and buy vegetables from Alainogordo in reference to
Party go to White Sands.
costing
$4. .")0. will be sent at a
from an unsanitary
the incorporation of that place.
A party consisting of Mr. and
or take his laundry to a The people are talking hold of Mrs. Taggart, Mrs. Harry Hanson special rate of $3. 00,
piare wherh he is forced to hold the matter and will push it to a and daughter Hazel, and Messrs. Oiler No.
Maga
his nose while he is getting his successful end. Santa Rosa has Pollock and Pleasant, left last zine, Review of Reviews and
been contending with the same Saturday evening for the sands, The Pacific Monthly, costing $6.
ticket.
Linen, cotton and woolen fab- influence which has held oil' in- - where they stayed until late Sun- 00, will be sent for 18.60.
rics, in constant contact with the coporation for six or seven years day evening.
Oiler No. 3 Human Life, Ideal
person, are incubators for grems There has been, and is, a set of
Seventeen ducks were secured, Homes and The Pacifie Monthly
men here who have heretofore and a duck supper was given the will be sent for $2. 00.
for all diseases, if once coutami-nateand not properly sterilized. stopped the aggitation and the party Monday evening by Mrs.
Order by number and send
Madical science has' discovered people have submitted, but the Hanson.
your
order accompanied by posthat hot water if hot enough is time is coming, and at no distant
Pillows, tal money order for the amount
Blankets,
Comforts,
a sure destroying agent, and for day, when this dominent influ- Sheets and Pillowcaces, cheap to The Pacific Monthly, Portland,
that reason physicians use hot ence will be disregarded.
Oregon.
at M. L. Olivers.
water on their instruments and
Honor Where it is Due
implements used in any operation.
The following letter was receiv-bThe News Wednesday, ane we
Many people are careless with
their laundrywork, indiscrimina- take pleasure in reproducing it.
tely using Chinese laundries, or It not only voices the sentiments
any kind of hand laundry, as oft- of The News, but ofevery man,
en as they use a steam laundry. woman and child who has occaNothing can be more effective in sion to use the postoffice at Alasterilizing any fabric then the inogordo. We thank the writer
necessary procesa in any modern for calling our attention the
eteam laundry as in cleaning the ma iter. The letter in full is as
clothes in steam laundry intense follws :
agent, com
heat is the
Alainogordo, N. M.,
bined with constadt changes of
Sept. 29, 09.
water, with a heat running up to Editor Alamogordo News:
I
nearly 250 degrees F,, all of feel that is no more than right to
which is necessary to accomplish give our post office clerks the
the result; all fabricsar are ne- credit that is due them, and
cessarily sterilized as they are think a very good way to do this
cleaned.
is to let the subscribers of The
The importance of thoroughly News read it. I am sure there
sterilized wearing apparel is well is not a more accomodating young
understood by those active in the lady in our city than Miss Nettie
sanitary work necessary to ward Roscoe, the assistant postmast.
off disease, and modern science She always greets every one with
has made no longer step in the that glad smile and genial good
HE MOST EFFICIENT IRON ON THE MARKET.
direction of positive sterilization humor that is not often found in
Coolest at the handle, yet hottest upon the face, with
than by the application of intense any public offiice. Nothing seems
the greatest amount of heat directly in the point.
heat than that taken when the to be too much of an accommoThe patented stand attached to the heel of the iron is most
washing and ironing machines dation on her part to fill the
convenient as it is always at hand and cannot be lost or hidwere invented.
want of the citizens, and the
den in the folds of the work.
The process of the steam laun- many children that make from
This
necessity may be used by connecting to
dry kills all germs. Hot water one to five trips to the general
electric
any
light
socket.
Let us deliver an iron to yon on
and steam are the best sterili- delivery window between train
The iron will cost you nothing during the
all
treated
the
Paso
are
Herald.
with
same,
El
zers.
out the least sign of anger or anPleasure once tasted satisfies noyance on her part.
Respectfully,
less than the desire experienced
A Patron of the Postoffice.
torments.
for it

M

intention

Prank Adcoeke,
ttwbard Dllland

E. H. COX & CO.

The Southwestern Outlook at
Carrizozo has again changed
hands. Mrs. De Boer, who has
been running the paper for the
past few months has sold out to
Lee B. Chase. Mrs. De Boer returns to her old home in Iowa.

Hub. Sept.

Klrst

.1

We recommend the
Kabo Form Reducing

sale in Al
arren Bros.'

durg store, i e 5 cents a
copy.
(Jloudcroft peo, e will titid
The News on sale
Bailey'..
1'harraacy.

Seashore This Summer.
GALORE

It.

n

is

at

mogordo

this famous corset.

What Otero county needs is
not the selling of speculators,
but the securing of actual settlers ; people who will move their
families, to the country, and become actual cultivators of the
soil. This kind of people are
coming all the time, and the
more of them'come the better
for prospeaity.

Where To Buy

The News

16.

Last Publication October 7.
Notice For Publication.
Publication required by 'C" May l, ijw
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
U. S. Land Office at Las Cruces. N. M
July 3, lW
Notice Is hereby given that Albert N
Barrett, of Alainogordo, N. M. who, oa
April 23, 1907, made homestead applicaa.A
S r t ion
tion No S3S8, tor
11, nw4
Section 13, e nt
Section 14. township 16 S.. ranee I
E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
of Intention to make final Commutation
Proof, to establish claim to the lead
above described, before H. U. Major,
Probate Clerk, at Alamogordo, New
Mexico, on the 18th day of August, 1909.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Edwin Walters, of Alamogordo. N. M
Ed. Grant, of
do
do
Jchn Q. Grant, of
Francis M. DeOroat, of do
EUGENE VAN PATT0N,

nX

WIT

DlaBI.

'FOBTH THK mKViTABLÍ

oms, and when she thought be had
put ble foot to the trap she suddenly

aid:

"Mr. Perkins, I will need about a
hundred dollars next week If I am to
get ready for the seashore."
"You think of going to the seashore,
do you?" be replied after a moment.
"Certainly. That has been under
stood ever since last December."
"Urn!

Register.

Church) Notices

Umr

"I can be all ready in about two
weeks from now. Have you written
to any of the places to see about
board?"
"No, not quite. That Is, not exactly."
"But you will right away tomorrow?
We can't run the chances of the hotels
being full."
"What is this Idea you have got into
your head. Mrs. rerkins?" he nsked as
he turned on her.
"What! What! Do you want to
make out that our coins to the seashore is some new idea and that this is
the first time you have heard of It?"
"Something might have leen said
two or three years ano. hut supposed
it had been given up long aso."
"Last December is not two or three
years auo. and you know it. Out
nlht last December you said we
should go to the seashore this summer
even if we had to mortgage the household furniture. It was the night yon
had a touch of colic after getting to
lied. You are not going to have the
cheek to tell me vou have forgotten
1

It?'

Revised

Weekly.

Baptist Church.
I'astor 8. B. Callaway will
at the First Baptist

preach
church

Sunday

at

a.

11

Evening bervices
Sunday school

i

at 9:45

in.
:80

a. m.

Strangers welcomed.
M. E.

Church, South.

All regular services at the M.
E. church. South, next Sunday.
.Sunday school at 9:45 a m.
Senior League at ii p. m. Jun-- r
League at 4. m.
A eunlial invitation is extend
W. V. Tkkr, I'astor.
ed to all.

jrace Methodist Epispopal Church
Sunday School at 10 o'clock.
Preaching at 11 a. m. and 7:311

m.
All
strangers and
Mr. rerkins slowly and calmly carried his hand to his breast pocket and members are cordially invited.
drew forth the inevitable diary and
Ions H. Murray, I'astor.
consulted It with puckered brow, careHis Inevitable Dairy.

h

fully watched by Mrs. Perkins.
Presbyterian Church.
"Yes, 1 find something about It here,"
he said when he had found the right
Sunday school 10 a. in.
page, "ünder date of Dec. 1! I rind
Preaching at 11a. m. and 7:30
the following entry:
We had good services last
" 'Raining, snowing and blowing.
Duro such a climate: I'd like tu get Sunday.
Vou are invited to
out of it for good. I have a sore
again
come
and b r i n g your
throat, and Mrs. P. has a cough that
may result In consumption. I have Friends.
just promised lior that we will gu to
the seashore next summer, C, T. A.'"
Christian Church.
"There, didn't I tell you!" exclaimed
Mrs. rerkins.
Eld. Stacy Phillips, the new
loll did, my love you did. Ye:. pastor, will preach Sunday a- ou the 15 ip lit uf the 19th of last Dece: i
at 11 and at 7:45 in the evening-Everybod. I
I
uvr i piuiiiistiu 1 yon mat
we would pi
invited.
to the seashore this summer, but vou
Sunday school at 10 a. m.
observe the letters 'C. T. A.' after the
The Sunday school of the
promise.
They stand for 'consult the
autlionties. and I have done so. In C'hristian church here is in a cofact, I have been
isuttlng the an ntest with the Doming school
thorlties for the last three month."
counting attendance, new pupils
"Is is this some scheme to wriggle and oifering6 as points. At the
out of your promise? Do you intend close
of ten weeks the school"
to dodge and tWUtt aud bring up what
on
tied
new pupils and attendyou call your philosophy?
If you do,
offer
then let me tell you that I won't stand ance. Deming beating on
it for a minute not n minute. When ings. The contest closes J anuarj
you make a promise and write It 1st,, and t.hA urinnl here is hope
down, that ought to be enough for i ful that all who have been in at
man of honor."
tendance will come next SundJ
"Mrs. Perkins," he calmly continued and help the second period off
"when I met yon I had been a widow with good
a
start.
er for three long years. I had made
Preaching at 11 a. m. Subject,
my own bed, cooked my own meals
anil patched my ow n trousers. I hard
Doctrine of
Adorniuir
ly dared hoi when 1 met yon that vou
"The
Subject,
7:90
God."
p.
m.
would fall In love with me and make
re
me nappy again, but you did. 1 ap Chaff and the Wheat," All
predate the deed. I shall always an welcome to each service.
predate It If I should lose you, life
Kouiu no longer be worth the living
There isn't one chance in a thousand
oat I could marry No. 8."
THE POPULAR DRY GOODS (ft
"Than ring
la mat I'm yt
I (Incorporal.)
MASONIC THUC BUlU
eeond wife.
Don't never mice
"
mams' Keadv t Wear Dry
ebance to do that But what has that aten' Clotkla aad Bats. We cordlallT"
oereaU"-llekasegot to do with our going to the sea Uad an laritatloa te to to ilolt
kan la l paso.

the

tx8.

Consulted Authorities.
-Bjverytning, my dear. That's why I
pui vi. i. a. niter the memoranda. I
have consulted the authorities In re
gard tO yOO. Ton Well 180 nmrnrt.
and yon get away with a square meal,
(Continued on page I.)

A. E. ANDREWS

REALTY

REAL ESTATE

Sacramento Valley Lands, Moaer
loas, A lamofordo Proper t jr.

'no

lit.

CO.

i

Mrs. A. 0. Willard left for her
home in Denver last Saturday,
after spending three weeks with
her daughter, Mrs. W. H. Nugles
Mrs. Willard will snend the win
ter at the He of Pines, accompanied by her son.
Nice white cups and saucers
at 45 cents for half doz. At

Oliver's.
Mrs. F. 0. Mitchell, of Dever,
is visiting her sister, Mrs W. H.

PICKARD
HAND PAINTED

LI IIInt,
1 his iieaiitilul

China is produced in over one thousand shapes
and designs; made .or ur.o or''
ornaments in every pari ot die
heme.
TV: Mfr.al proof of the intrinsic merit and high slandard of
excellence of the exclusive designs of Pickard Hand Painted
China, is the fact that their ideas
are eagerly sought by designers
of the best European factories.
"Pickard" in hand painted
china is
We are exclusive agents, and
carry a full display.

E.

iy S.Evans
i ii Jewelry

College Note.
We
love
our lessons, but oh,
Mrs. H. A. Hurgan of Globe
How would you like to be able
is the way we
you
This
tests,
to drive direct from Cloudcroft Arizona is visiting with her
usually
about
the fourth
feel
Phillips.
f
n
daughter,
Milton
Mrs.
to Alamogordo by way
And
of
school.
week
this is the
Haynes' Box and Dry Canon
Mrs. Samnel Le Roy came from
way some are feeling up here
route, and be able to get back
Paso Tuesdag, and expects to
with your emty wagon? The Upend a few weeks on "Royeford' just now.
steepest grade on the route up is Her health is so improved since The first schoolastic month is
only eight per cent, most the her short stay in El Paso, that about finished and the tests are
way is only six and all the way they wish to make that city their being contemplated. Generally
speaking we always hate tests,
is on the sunnyside sounds good permanent home.
to Benny. Cloudcroft Silver J. C. Minn8 and John Hazzard especially when we are not well
prepared, for we all dislike to
Lining.
are sinking a well on the R. s. find out how little we do know.
Tipton homestead.
But after all is'uteven this more
Visits
Ranch.
John A Gore has expressed 2 than most of us ever accomplish.
Mr. Fribley went to Harpers baby burros to West Virginia,
This months work has been
ranch at the foot of White where thev will perhaps attract
even
better than could have been
Mountain this week, where he a great deal of interest.
And there is no reason
expected.
head of catpurchased sixty-fiv- e
Hurshel and Leslie Brooks why there should not he some
tle. Mr. Fribley says the Harper have lift for Three Rrivers,
ranch is one of the finest in the where they will bore a 250 foot splendid grades made on Exam.
Last Friday afternoon the litcountry, the ranch house is a well for
A. B. Fall.
society met in the chapel
erary
large stone structure, modern
Madelin Octavia Thompkins. and gave a splendid program for
The
design
conveniences.
and
in
a startes. The officers were inhouse alone $11,000.
Get you a cheap stove- - at Ol- - stalled at this meeting and the
j

1

Nugles.
H.La Salle returned from High
Rolls and Mountain park last
Sunday.
Comforts, the CHEAPEST IN
THE TOWN, all kinds At
Oliver's.
Mrs. W. E. Jackson, ac- companieb by her son Jack, and
his wife, left last Monday on the
"Golden State Limited,, for Los
Angeles, California, where they
will spend the winter.
Mrs. C. A. Garrett is expected
Be sure that you read our ad lver's.
offering a township plat free
home the first of next week.
Job printing at The News.
subscription
J. A. Tat u in and family are with one year's cash map
alone is
visiting Mrs. Rapier in this city. to The News. The
CHILDREN WHO ARE SICKLY
worth more than the subscription
Mrs. Rolland entertained a amount. But if you are already Mothers who value their own comfort and
welfare of their children, should never be
party of friends Wednesday a subscriber, or whether you are the
without a box of Mother Gray's Sweet Powders
for Children, for use throughout the season.
evening.
you can get the map for They Break up Colds, Cure Feverisaaw, Constipation, Teething; Disorders, Headache and
Troubles. THESE POWDERS
W. R. Eidson was up from El one dollar. This is an opportun- Stomach
NEVER FAIL. Sold by all Drur Stores. 25c.
A trial package will be
árcese asr assslatih.
ity that does not come to ydu Psa'r
Paso this week.
sent FREE to any mother who will address
government
Allen S. Olmsted, LeRov. N. T.
every
day,
as
the
Job printing at The News.
price for a much less complete
Lace Curtains of all kinds, map
Subscribe for The News.
is $4.00.
sizes and quality at Oliver's.
Don.t forget, if you can't find
CITY MEAT MARKET CO.
IT anywhere else, just go to CLASSIFIED
ADS
Oliver's.
H. E. BBUBAKER
CO., Props.
w.-wt-

OCALTEMS

In 1910 10,000 Boost.
10,000 in 1910, Boost.
Electric cars before 1910.
Classfor Second Degree.
It will be your turn next.
Alamogordo Lodge No. 25, I
Mr. and Mrs. Jas. Richardson
spent Sunday at the Martin O. O. F., has class of five for the
second degree next Friday evenhome in Alamogordo.
ing. This class is composed
It's time for floor coverings, some of Alamogordo' s most proof
see that beautiful line at Oliver's
sperous ana innueatial young
Mr. and Mrs. Jed Yale enter- men.
tained a few friends at cards
Beautiful Couch Covers and
Tuesday night of this weeb.
Portieres,
at Oliver's.
mornDon't awake tired every
ing, get a Féltniore Mattress at Corbin's Rests in Arlington Field.
Oliver's.
Almost side by side withvGen-eraiSim Bowden made a ten days'
Lawton and Wirt, the body
trip over the surrounding coun- of Lieut. General Henry C.
try in the past two weeks and Corbin was buried in Arlington
came home abundantly satisfied cemetery Washington D. C. last
with the homestead. He says Friday in the presence of his
that he has more feed in his family and personal friends.
arroyo than on any 160 acres he
He is
Get The News to get the news.
saw on the whole trip.

putting down a good well, has
bought a bunch of cattle and
will make his home on the old

FRUITVALE.

Sounds Good.

Knox Won't Be There.

homestead.
J. G. Barrett has build a new
storage tank and is prepariug to
irrigate from the well. He run
his gas engine all day Wednesday
and it didn't lower the water supIndestructible chair seats at
ply a particle.
Oliver's.
Henry Kussell has cane, better
than you ever saw grown back
H. E. Brubaker has opened a
east" and it was grown without meat market on Ninth street,
irrigation too, except from the and is prepared to serve the very
Hood waters.
best of everything in the meat
At present we have some .Ma- line at the lowest prices. Mr.
ttresses that are going to be sold Brubaker is too well known here
at reduced prices, if you need a to need any introduction from
mattress or two, you will appro us. He intends to run a strictly
cíate it when you see these at cash business and it is a fact
that you can buy meats, or anyOliver's.
We are informed that Leslie thing else cheaper from a man
Drew had the misfortune of fall who sells only for cash than from
ing down a bluff near Highrolls one who sells on time Success to
with his team and wagon last Mr. Brubaker.
week. He was slightly injured
If you wish to know all about
and some damage was done the Otero county, write the Alamo
outfit but he went on to work for Business Men's Club.
the forest service.
Loaded down with mattresses,
We are told that Mr. Penninghave some great bargains in
we
ton sold eighty acres of land Mr.
it would pay you to
mattresses
Glasscock of La Luz this week.
call and see and price them, all
N. J. Christopher received a kinds, sizes and shapes, we
patent to his homestead this handle the "Feltmore" the
week.
mattress known. At
oreatest
D
Every one can afford to have Oliver's.
Lace Curtains at prices they are
Read the new ads this week.
selling for at Oliver's.

.Reputation For Reliability.
The moit valuable asset in any Drug Store.

Bates (or advertisements Id this column
one cent a word each Insertion. Minimum charce 2fi rant

plats and other data connected
with lands belonging ot the
AND PICKLED MEATS
United States on the same day
FOR SAL- E- One span of
request is received.
Ponltry, Game, and Fish. Home
Respectfully,
mares, four and five years old ;
Made Sausage a Specialty.
well broke and gentle ; in good
R. H. Sime, Receiver.
condition and sound. See
Six miles West of Alamogordo.
LOST Between hospital and
town a minature belt pin. Find
er please return to hospital.
Near The News ofFOUND
fice on Monday morning, a pair
of spectacles, straight frames.
The owner can have same by
calling at News office and paying
for the ad.

WHOLESALE

AND

RETAIL

FRESH,

Land men, and others who
desire the highest grade of
work on their booklets, catalogues, etc., will find they can
secure such work at home by
patronizing The News' job
office.
We make a specialty
of work in this line and have
a shop equipppd for the production of the better kind of
Printing.

Make Your Final Proofs Before

a regidelice manager in each
county financially
responsible
for $il00 to $000 in .cash supplying
.
.1
j
uemanus
creaieu tur uur pru- tiucts, ai i encuna u tne saies, ue- ilYCTIlCO, , Mini ll'Ml. .
UTlllCllllQf
etc., report weekly, no cauvass-inWe pay good salary and
office expences ; position permanent ; send references. "Liberty" Mfg. Association, 4 State
street, Chicago.
1

g.

Best

trees,

L. E. Martin.

OLD PAPERS

Five

cents

bundle.

a

For Sale.
Alamo-

gordo News.

team in
exchange for two lots and a two
W A N TED

room

Good work

house

Address,

i

n

Contractors and Builders.

Cost you no more to have your work done right, y
ials carefully selected, than to employ some other
have to watch from start to finish, and then succeed only in
having your material ruined. You will have to watch us,
but we do claim to know how. Our experience of nearly
thirty years is at your service.
Office and shop half a block South of Alamogordo Hotel.
1

4IERRY

SHERRY

Attorneys at law
Office Upstairs

First National Bank

Building;.

H. MAJOR,

H.

Attorney

at

Law.

Rooms 9 and 10.

First National Bank Building.
G.

QEORGE

BRYAN,

Physician and Surgeon
Res. Phone

Hospital Phone

83.

ALAMOGORDO,

D R.

42.

N. M.

R. GILBERT,

J.

Physician and
OSIce, Upstairs In the Gilbert Building.
Phone

13.

Alamogordo. N. M.

Robert Newte
Examinations and reports.
References exchanged.
. . .

Sox 371.

W. MILLER.
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,
Telepbone No. 20.

O.

Lawyer.
Practice in all courts and grovernment
Departments.

First National Bank
Building. Alamoirordo.

Offices. Suite 3 and 4

JR. J. G. HOLMES.
Physician.

D R. M. IONE

Osteopathic Physician.

I Just What

On Tenth St. Opposite the Court House.

Alamogordo, New Mexico.

H. GUDGER,

R.

You Want

D.

D. 3.

Prepared to do porcelain crown and
bridge work, porcelain inlays; also
gold inlays.
OFFICE OVER WARREN'S DRUG STORE.
Rooms F, 6 and H.
Phone 77.

PLAT showing
the location of your home, and
your neighbors and all the
roads. A great convenience and
pleasure. Price $1.00, or FREE with
a year's subscription The News.
Plat applies to any township in the

A

HULETT,

TOWNSHIP

D

P.. K. X,

JARVIS,

Seat

Office

over

Phone

s

First National

ALAMOGORDO,

county.

Bank.

N. M.

Protect Your Life

and Property with an

FINE PRINTING The News
has the best equipped job print
ing department in this part of
New Mexico. Rush Jobs Rushed.

I The News, i A. F. Menger
Insurance Policy

Ageot
Phone
Teotb St.

I. Jerzykowskl
Merchant Tailor
liven Block.

NO.

1.

EL PASO, TEXAS.

(Ero pean plan)
Rooms 75c $1 and $1.50

46328

Conducted in accordance with

PercheronJStallion, black with star. Foaled May
1905; bred and owned by A. J. Dodson, Normal,
111. This splendid horse is now the property of the

la Salle
Surveyor.
H.

Land and Irrigation Ditch surveying a specialty. Maps and
Blue Prints made to order.

Let s fill your prescriptions.

General Dray and Transfer Une

(Successor

M

ALAM060RD0

PERCHERO

BREEDING

134

Hotel Zeiger

JASPER

Custom Tailoring in latest styles.
Choice Patterns always in stock.
French Dry Cleaning and Repairing according to latest methods.
Goods guaranteed not to shrink.
Ladles' Goods a specialty . . .
Work Callad far aad OillwH.
ftm

P. O. Box 317
Alamogordo, n.

&

Office over Holland's Drusr Store.

Jack Hollister,

Home Phone 177-- 2
Office Phone 182

Office

with J, Q. Grant.

JNO. W. TOMPSON,

Alamogordo.

Cloudcroft, N. M.

Qu In

Alamogordo, N. M.
Just East of The News

Office

SALT

O. D. WARNOCK & CO.

12-1-

FRUIT TREES
best fruit.

J. BUSH,

F.

I'nited States Commissioner

WANTED An old established
manufacturing company desires

CHAS. Ii.
WEST.
to W. I. Miles)

Warren Bros., Druggists.

Contests and all other matters
coming before this office will receive prompt attention and there
will be hence forth no delay
whatever. We can also furnish

cV

In soliciting your prescription business we refer you to the
They know. It's
Medical Profession as to our reliability.
their duty to know. And it's to your interest to know.
OnTh.
C.rnor

Las Cruces, New Mexico,.
June. 18, 1900.
F. J. Bush, U. S. Com.
Sir: This is to advise you
that all of the work in this office
is now currant and up to date.

,

1

Secretary Knox has decided
not to go to El Paso to the meet
ing of Taft and Diaz and the
Mexican grovernment has been
so intormea oy tne American
ambassador.

constitution adopted and the
name, Aristón, was chosen. The
society will meet every Friday
afternoon at 3:80 all visitors will
be heartily welcomed.
Dundee.

FINE BOOKLET PRISTINO

14,

the sanitary laws of the State of
Texas. The best equipped restaurant in the Southwest. Headquarters for stockmen and mining men. OHAS.ZEIGER.Prop.

BARRINGER'S

ASSOCIATION

and will make the season at the barns of the
Company.
Alamogordo Improvement
Terms:
$20 to insure ; $10 cash and $10 in 6 motiths.

Rseti ft liYeig Staüle
Fine Camping Ground
under cover.

Good Horses, Good
Good Service

Mis.

Pennsylvania Ave., Alamogordo.
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Dr. Pearsons About to Give Away
Last of His Wealth.
Has Donated $4,000,000 to Smaller Colleges and Universities During
Last 25 Years Won Riches
in Real Estate.

COPYRIGHT, 9 09
1

A litho
graph that has survived
of time
the attacks
shows Gen. Nelson A.
Miles and Col. W. F.
Cody mounted on spirited horses and over
looking from a bluff the last great
ramp of the Sioux Indians when coming in from the warpath. The Sioux
surrendered to Gen. Miles in Janu- lary, 1891, but they came very near.
'k few days after the surrender, to
the point of breaking away once
more. The story of it is this:
Gray dawn was breaking at the
1'ine Ridge agency when an Indian
runner broke headlong into the village of the surrendered Sioux.
He
stopped at the tepees of the principal warriors long enough to shout
a message, and then leaving the
(amp where its end rested against
Hn abrupt hill, he made his way with
a plainsman's stealth to the group of
agency buildings, circling which and
xtending beyond, crowning ridge
after ridge, were the white Sibley
tents of the soldiers.
Kreakfast was forgotten In the
troubled camp of the Sioux.
The
hiefs and the greater braves rushed
to quick council and the lesser warriors, the squaws and the children
stood waiting with dogged patience
in the village streets.
The council was over. An old" chief
shouted a word of command that was
caught up and passed quickly to the
farthest outlying tepee.
An army
might have learned a lesson from
that which followed the short, sharp
order. Mounted men shot out from
the village and as fast as
ponies, pressed to their utmost, could
accomplish the distances every outlying ridge was topped with the figure of rider and horse, silhouetted
against the morning sky.
Every sentinel warrior had his
eyes on the camps of the white soldiery
Suddenly from the east of the agency, where lay
the Sixth cavalry, there came a trumpet call that
swelled and swelled and ended in one ringing
note that sang In and out of the valleys and then,
subdued to softness, floated on to be lost in the
prairie wilderness beyond.
The motionless figure of one of the hilltop sentinels was moved to instant life. A signal ran
from ridge to ridge, finally to be passed downward Into the camp of the waiting Sioux, who
sprang Into action at its coming. The pony
herds of the Sioux were grazing on the hills to
the west, unrestrained of their freedom by lariat
or herdsman. In number they nearly equaled
the people of the village, a few ponies for emergency use only having been kept within the
camp.
Upon the ponies in the village jumped
waiting warriors, who broke out of the shelter
of the tepees for the hills where the herds were
foraging on the
bunch grass. It
seemed hut a passing moment before every pony
in that great grazing herd was headed for the
.village.
The animals were as obedient to the
word of command as is a brave to the word of
his chief.
During the gathering of the ponies the women
of the camp had slung their papooses to their
backs, had collected the camp utensils and were
standing ready to strike the tepees, while the
braves, blanketed and with rifles in their hands,
had thrown themselves between the village and
the camps of the soldiers of Gen. Miles.
The Sioux, who had surrendered less than a
week before, were preparing to stampede from
the agency and to make necessary the repeating
of a campaign that had lasted for months. The
Indian runner had brought word that Great
Chief Miles had ordered his soldiers to arms
early In the morning and that the surrendered
Sioux were to be massacred to the last man,
woman and child.
The medicine men had told the Indians that
this was to be their fate and the runner's word
found ready belief. Miles sent a courier with a
reassuring message to the chiefs, but they would
not believe.
The braves prepared to kill before they were
killed and everything was In readiness for the
flight of the squaws and papooses, while toe warriors, following, should fight the soldiers lusting
for the Sioux blood.
Gen. Miles had planned a review of the forces
in the field as a last act of the campaign, and It
was the order for the gathering and the mat chine that had been taken as an order of massacre
By the suspicious Slat
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Chicago. Dr. Daniel K. Pearsons Is
going, in a way, to outdo Andrew Carnegie. He is going to give bis last
million dollars away before the fourteenth of next April, when, nothing
happening, he will celebrate his ninetieth birthday. He will keep only a
sum which be thinks Is sufficient to
pay his simple way for the few years
longer he expects to live.
When he gives away his last mil
Hon he will have disposed of $5,000,- 000 in the last 25 years. The greater
part of It has been unloosened in the
last 15 years. His policy Is to give to
the small college. The wealthy Institutions, with powerful alumni associations, receive none of his money. Ha
believes the small and needy denominational colleges throughout the country are doing more for the poor boy
and turning out a better class of
American citizens than the more celebrated universities.
For 60 years Dr. Pearsons has been
a noted character in and about Chicago. He is more than six feet in
height, and not even his S9 years have
eradicated the atmosphere of physical
and mental power which he carries.
His early education was limited to a
short college course which proved of
great value to him in his subsequent
successful career.
He has no family, and but few distant relatives. So far the only objection to his philanthropy has come
from Institutions that for one reason
or another failed to get his money.
in a quaint, ancient house in tho
suburb of Hinsdale Dr. Pearsons lives.
It is embowered In massive trees, with
a wide sweep of lawn studded with
flowers.
For scores of years he was
a dally passenger on commuter trains
to and from the city. That was when

HER

LIFE TO
Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound
" I feel that I on
Vienna. V. Va.
the last ten years of my life to Lydia
r,.

ihuuhd i Vege- -

taoie compound
Eleven years ago I
was a walking
shadow. I had been
under the doctor's

careUutgotnorelief.
My husband persuaded me to trv
Lydia E. Pinkham's

Vegetable

Com-

pound and it worked
like a charm. It relieved all mv nains
advise all suffering

and misery. I
women to raice i.yuia r.. riniuam n
Vegetable Compound."
Mrs. Eioia
Wiikatok, Vienna, W. Va.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com- roots and
Kound, made from native
contains no narcotics or harmholds the record
ful drugs, and y
for the largest number of actual cures
of female disease:; of any similar medicine in the country, and thousands of
voluntary testimonials are on file in
the Pinkham laboratory at Lynn.
Mass., from women who have Seen
cured from almost every form of
female complaints, inflammation,
fibroid tumors,
irregularities, periodic pains, backache,
indigestion and nervous prostration.
Every such suffering woman owes it to
herself to give Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound a trial
to-da-

It you would like special advice
about your case write a confidential letter to Mrs. Pinkham, at
Lynn, Mass. Her advice is free,
and always helpful.
LUCKY MAN.

n
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Trumpet and bucalls of "boots
and saddles" and
"assembly"
b u
the air. The
t roopers and "doughboys" had fallen in.
strong. The
5,000
column started west
with flags and guidons fluttering. The
head of the command, the greatest
that had been gathered together up to
that time since the
days of the civil
the
war, reached
gle

bluff
Sioux

above the

A
village.
shout would have
the stamstarted
pede of the savages:
have
a shot would

been the signal for
a volley from the
warriors lying between the white column and the vil
lage.
The soldiers passed on and the review began,
but out on the hills the Indian sentinels still
stood, and between the marching whites and the
village were the long lines of braves still suspicious and still ready to give their Uves for the
women and children In the heart of the valley.
What a review was that on the
South Dakota plains that January morning 15
years ago! Gen. Miles on his great black horse
watched the 5,000 soldiers pass, soldiers that had
stood the burden of battle and the hardships of a
winter's campaign and had checked one of the
greatest Indian uprisings of history.
The First Infantry, led by Col. Shafter, who afterward was in command in front of Santiago, was
there that day. Guy V. Henry, now lying In peaceful Arlington cemetery, rode at the head of his
black troopers, the "buffalo soldiers" of the Sioux.
Capt Allen W, Capron was there with the battery
that afterward opened the battle at Santiago.
The Seventh cavalry was there, two of its troops,
II and K. having barely enough men left in the
ranks to form a platoon.
These two troops had borne the brunt of the
fighting at Wounded Knee a month before when
00 men of the Seventh fell killed or wounded before the bullets of the Sioux. When the two
troops with their attenuated ranks rode by, the
reviewing general removed his cap, an honor otherwise paid only to the colors of his country.
The column filed past, broke into regiments,
then Into troops and companies, and the word or
dismissal was given. The Indian sentinels on the
ridges, signaled the camp in the valley. In another minute there was a stampede, but it was only
that of the thousands of Sioux ponies turned
loose and eager to get back to their breakfast
of bunch grass on the prairies.
Two Strike, the Sioux, watched the review that
day. Old Two Strike was one or the warriors
who went out with a following of braves on the
warpath the month previous. Jwo Strike wore
no ghost shirt. He was above such superstition,
even though he took no pains to urge his comrades to follow his shirtless example.
Two Strike was glad of the craze that had
brought war, for he hated the whites harder than
he hated anything on earth except the Pawnees,
the hereditary enemy of his people. Two Strike
knew in his soul' that the buffalo were not coming
back as the medicine men had declared, and that
no Messiah was to be rr.ised to lead Us people
against the pale faces to wipe them from off the
face of the continent. What he did know was
that he was to have one more chance to strike
at the encroachers on the lands of his people be- snow-covere- d

th'
fore the enfeeblements of old age took
strength from his ami.
Two Strike was a great warrior. He had fought
on many a field and he had won his name from
the overcoming of two warrior foes who had attacked him when he was alone on the prairie.
Single handed he had fought and killed them and
"Two Strike" he had been from that day. He was
the leader in the last battle which took place
Iween hostile bands of savages on the plains of
America. For years without number the two nations, the Sioux and the Pawnees, had hated each
other.
In one of Cooper's novels Hard Heart, a Pawnee, taunts a Sioux thus: "Since waters ran and
trees grew, the Sioux has found the Pawnee on his
warpath." The light in which Two Strike was
the leader of the Sioux was fought against the
Pawnees on the banks of a little stream known
as "The Frenchman," in Nebraska in the year
1874.

In the valley of the Platte river the buffalo were
plenty, but the Pawnees had said that the Sioux
should not hunt there and they defied them to
come. "The Pawnee dogs called the Sioux women," said the story-telle- r
and old Two Strike

sneered.
It was when the grass was at its best that the
Sioux started for the country of the Pawnee. The
teller of the tale made no secret of the Intention
of the Sioux to exterminate the Pawnees, sparing
neither women nor children if the chance for their
killing presented itself.
Two Strike and his Sioux reached the edge of
the buffalo country and there they waited oppor
tuntty. They did not have to wait long. Runners
told them that the Pawnees in full strength bad
started on a great hunting expedition led by Sky
Chief, a noted warrior. When the name of Sky
Chief fell from the lips of the interpreter old Two
Strike smiled and closed his fist. The Sioux left
their encampment and struck into the heart of the
hunting country. There a scout told them that
the enemy was encamped in a prairie gulch and
that their women and children were with them
to care for the hides and for the drying of the
meat of the buffalo.
Two Strike led his men by "a way around," as
the interpreter put it, coming finally to a point
less than half a sun's distance from the camp in
the valley. The Sioux struck a small herd of buffalo and they goaded the animals before them
right up to the mouth of the gulch. When the
buffalo were headed straight into the valley the
Sioux pricked the hindmost with arrows and the
herd went headlong toward the encampment of
the Pawnees, who "were foolish men" and did
not watch for an enemy.
When the Pawnees saw the buffalo they mounted their ponies and followed them out through the
far end of the valley to the level plain, leaving
the women and children behind.
Then the Sioux went in to the slaughter, sparing neither infancy nor age, and they had almost
ended the killing when the Pawnee braves
Then followed the last great battle which has
been fought on the plains between tribes of red
r
In the tepee at Pine Ridge
men. The
did not say so, but it Is known from the account
of a white man. Adabel Ellis, who knew the circumstances, that the Pawnees fought that day as
they had always fought, bravely and to the death.
Sky Chief, the Pawnee, rode out in front of
his men, shook his hand and called out that Two
Strike, the Dakota, was a coward. Th(?n Two
Strike called back that the Pawnee was a dog's
whelp and he rode out, armed with his knife,
which was the only weapon Sky Chief held. '
The two leaders met and fought., They dismounted, turned their ponies loose and grappled.
The story teller lingered not on the details of the
fight.
He said simply, "the Pawnees heard Sky
óblela death cry.
The tale ended. Two Strike rose, bared his
right arm, drove his hand downward and
upward, and smjled.
story-telle-

She Two men whom I refused to
marry, sir, have become millionaires!
He Is that the reason why?

T5iy9

1

VA

he was in the real estate business.
He has now given up basinets and is
devoting all Ins time to solving the
puzzle how to give away his money
so that it will do the most good.
This last ten hundred thousand dollars he has announced he will give 10
Chicago. His home city has been cut
out of his benefactions largely because there are no small colleges in
It. He refuses to say how he is going
to give his last million or who will
be the benej ciary.
In all 47 colleges in 24 states have
shared Dr. Pearson's money. All he
asks Is that they be Christian colleges.
There is no discrimination because
of denomination or creed. Whitman
college has received $300,000, Beloit
college 5500,000, Mount Holyoke college $150,000, Chicago Theological
seminary $280,000.
These represent
his largest four gifts. From $25,000
to $100,000 has been given to small
and comparatively unknown colleges
in Kentucky, Tennessee, Ohio, Indiana, Iowa, Missouri and many other
states.
Dr. Pearsons made his mono
in
real estate in the early days of Chicago. Ho not only dealt in city real
state, but made a specialty of farm
lands. He represented the ininr.ii
Central railway in disposing of millions of fine farms in its lamí eran?
given by the state when the road was'
constructed. For almost 60 years Dr.
Pearsons has been active in real estate. Investments that he made In
Chicago in the early years Increased
a thousandfold and have now heen
sold.
Mr. Pearsons gives the credit for
his philanthropic Interests largely to
nis wiie, wno mea three years ago.
"It was her Idea," he said. "She was
a keen business woman and she wanted what money we had to be Bpent as
wisely as possible. Therefore we began a systematic study of the regions
which seemed to be most in need of
better facilities for the making of
citizenship."
More than $4,000,000 has been distributed among 47 institutions. Among
the colleges which have benefited are
Lake Forest university, Beloit college
Kno. ,phicago Theological seminary'
McCormfek
Theological seminary'
Drury college, Yankton college, cW
rado college, Fargo college, Mount
Holyoke seminary, Berea college Marietta, McKendree, Grand Prairie' seminary, Whitman college, Olivet college, Fairmont college. Carleton, and
Anatolia college In Turkey, which has
received over $100,000. At one time
Mr. Pearsons had more then $160.000
loaned to needy students.

Starch, like everything else, is being constantly improved, tho patent
Starches put on the market 25 years
go are very different and inferior to
those of the present day. In the latest discovery Defiance Starch all
injurious chemicals are omitted, while
the addition of another ingredient,
by us, gives to the Starch a
strength and smoothness never ap
proached by other brands.
Couldn't Blame the Boy.
"Young man," said the stern parent,
"when I was your age I had to work
for a living."
"Well, sir," answered the frivolously inclined youth, "I'm not to blame
for that.
of my

have always disapproved
In the

I

grandfather's attitude

Batter."
Expert Opinion.
First Bird Seen the airship?
Second Bird Yes: they will have
to get a mighty strong telegraph wire
to sit on.
Lewis' Single Binder made of extra qua!
ity tobacco, costs more than other 5c
cigars. Tell the dealer you want them.
Chicken-heartepeople are always
jeady to hatch up an excuse.
d

Clear white clothe are a sign that the
Jiousekeeper uses Red Crona Ball Blue,
ijirge 2 oz. package, 5 cents.
Too often when the heart is willing
the purse is weak.

SICK HEADACHE
PoalU vely cured by
these Little Pills.
They alio relieve Metre

from Drapep.ia.

Hearty
A perfect reared (or Dlulneee, Nausea, Drowalaea. Bee
Taete In the Month, Coated Tongue, Pain In the
Eating--

Side,

They regulate the Bo wele.

TORPID

LIVER.

Purely Vegetable.

SMALL PILL. SMALL DOSE. SMALL PRICE.

Genuine Must Bear
Signature

CARTERS

Fac-Simi- le

IP.
I

REFUSE SUBSTITUTES.

AN EASY WAY.

k
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More Daylight Plan Is Not Popular

Washington
WASHINGTON.
not want to save
daylight. The proposition to have the
hands of the clock In the summer time
indicate that it is nine o'clock when in
reality it Is only eight o'clock does
not meet with favor in their eyes.
The national capital has been struggling along under standard sun time
in the summer time for a good many
years, in the opinion of its conserva
tive business leaders. They have de
rided that the city can continue to do
the same in the future.
Members of the two trade bodies
the board of trade and the chamber
of commerce have decided that they
t
can save trouble by not saving
by footing with the hands of the
city's clocks May 1 and October 1.
They have so notified Commissioner
Macfarland.
When the president of the board
of district commissioners received a
suggestion from the National Daylight
Association of Cincinnati that the
hands of the clock in Washington be
turned forward an hour May 1 and
turned back an hour October 1, as will
be done In Cincinnati next summer, he
day-llgb-

referred the question to the two commercial organizations for expression
of opinion as to whether a municipal
regulation along that line should be
adopted for the District of Columbia.
Since the boom first landed in the
national capital through the aid of the
Cincinnati organization, it has been a
continuous candidate for a home for
the friendless. It has discovered that
so far as it is concerned the business
men of Washington are frigid and dts
tant. Not a letter, not even a postal
card has been written to district of'
ficials in Its behalf.
Commissioner Macfarland has determined to reply to the National Day
light Association of Cincinnati that be
does not consider it advisable to sug
gest as the association desired the
adoption of a law here, similar to the
Cincinnati ordinance, for "more day
light" He will state that the expression of public opinion made in response to bis request is not' favorable
to such action.
Pointing out that the board of trade
and the chamber of commerce are
representative of the public opinion oi
the District of Columbia, Commission
er Macfarland will tell the National
Daylight association that he has been
notified by the presidents of the twe
trade bodies that their executive com
mittees, after careful consideration ol
the matter, have reached the conciu
sion that it would be inadvisable to
advocate the adoption of any legisla
tion providing for a change In the
time of the District of Columbia.

How to Cur

of the city's lands bordering the river
Establishment of Potomac park wai
the beginning of improvement, and it

with the general movement
beautiful America," as
advocated by the American Civic association, plans are pending in congress for a thorough improvement of
the river front of the nation's capital.
These provide for a park system
along the picturesque Potomac and
the beautiflcatlon of both sides that
will be a credit not only to Washington but to the nation.
In the opinion of Engineer Commissioner Major W. V. Judson, U. S. A.,
Washington's river front "would be a
disgrace to a small town," and, remarking recently on the present condition of the Potomac's banks, the
commissioner added that "altogether,
the spectacle on the river Is one
which, to a "person acquainted with
the trim and often elegant quays of
the capitals of Europe, can not fail
to arouse some measure of surprise."
By the termB of a recent decision
of the federal supreme court, the national government has entire control

Kidney Troubles Easily
and Quickly.

It Is needless to suffer the tortures
of an aching back, the misery of backaches, rheumatic pains, urinary disorders, or risk the danger of diabetes or
Blight's disease.
The cure is easy.
Treat the cause the kidneys with
Doan's Kidney Pills.
H. Mayne, Market
St., Paris, Tenn.,
ays:
"Weak kidneys made my back
US and lame. The
urine was cloudy and
Irregular and I had to
get up many times
at night I loot energy, became weak
and could not work. Doan's Kidney
Pills removed all the trouble and re
stored my health and strength."
Remember the name Doan's. Sold
by all dealers. 60 cents a box.
Co.. Buffalo, N. T.

Parks to Line the Potomac River

LINE
IN"for
a more

AS STRAIGHT

congress shall approve of the latest
plans, It will not be long before th
river front of Washington will be a
source of pride.
Commissioner Judson'B plans Include the building of stone or concrete
docks in place of the wooden struc
tures and shanties that now mark tlir
busiest part of town. It Is proposed
in time to have a splendid driveway
and promenade, a scheme which, it is
believed, will lead to the extension ol
the city to the other side of the Potomac. There Is to be built a recreation pier where the fish wharves now
are.
Potomac park itself was established
upon the flats, the elevation being
made with the mud and clay dredged
from the river when the channel was
deepened. This park is only the be
ginning, and similar recreation places
will be established along the rivet
front now available for commercial
purposes. Along the upper Potomac,
too, it is proposed to make parks.
In the extensive river park system
contemplated provision will be made
for the benefit of Georgetown and
East Washington will have great
driveways and promenades. Here the
shores of the eastern branch of the
flats.
river are

The Dead Beat I Probably the Most
Despised Creature That Walks
the Earth.

WHAT HE FOUND HARD.

No man Is wholly free from sin, but
so many lesser evils are tolerated that
a man should hesitate long before bet
coming a
Criminals are det
spised and abhorred, but to the
all that is coming, as well as the
contempt of bis fellow men. There Is
something at once bo mean and so little in taking advantage of the confidence which comes with friendship
that the hand of every man is turned
t
as soon as his
against a
The
reputation is well established.
dead-bea- t
may fondly imagine he Is
living easy and making money with
out work, and, of course, he takes no
account of the confidence he violates
and the hardships he Inflicts on others. But, that aside, he really has a
harder time than the man who is
honest and fair. He is compelled to
move a good deal, and peace of mind
he knows not. Like other types of
crooks, be doesn't prosper, and his
finish is more unpleasant than the beginning. Atchison Globe.
dead-bea-

dead-bea-

Countess Marguerite Casslnl,
the chum of Alice Roosevelt
and long an object of great interest
and attraction In Washington, has
been having all sorts of trouble in
Europe.
Spanish court,
The
which Count Casslni was accredited
as minister, failed to pay her proper
honors as the chief lady of the legation. At the same time the czarina
of Russia treated her with marked
netrlpct
In consequence of these slights the
countess has definitely announced her
intention of going on the stage, and
her adopted father. Count Casslni.
has given up the legation at Madrid

United States is not likely to
great progress in aerial
navigation during the next fiscal year
ofas a result of any encouragement
fered inventors by congress.
The spirit of economy In govern
mental affairs is now so pronounced
s to discourage even the asking of
Unds by the war department for the
mirchase of any class of air Bhlps.
Gen, Allen, chief signal officer, advocated last year an appropriation of
1500.000 for experimental work, and
he succeeded In not only having that
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Constipation

Balsam

"For over nine reara I entered arith chronic
constipation and during thia time 1 had to lake
an injection of warm water once every a hour
before I could have an action oa my how-era-.
Happily 1 tried Cascaren, and today I am a well
man.
During the nine yea ra before 1' need
Caacarets I ruffe red untold miaery with Internal
piles. Thanks to yon, I am free frota all that
thia morntnf. You can aae thia in behalf of
aafferinf humanity. 8 F. Father, Roanoke. HL

pain immediately and
most invariably bring about
speedy recovery. This medicine
is just as safe as it is effective.
Get bottle at your druggist's,
and keep it always in the house.
For the children' sake, dent
go away for the Summer without taking a supply along.
al-

Mop
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bowel affections.

Sunday Sermon.
It
One must accept life as it Is.
gives us great happiness if we are
wise enough to see it, and it balances
the scales by sending great sorrows,
too.
But that is life.
If you would make the world
try to forget your hurts, dry your
eyes and turn to help those who need
the pressure of a friendly band, the
encouragement of a smiling look.
Sorrows and troubles of all kinds
should teach one a great lesson the
lesson of universal kindness. New
York Times.

Pleasant. Palatable, Potent. Taste Good.
Do Good. Never Sicken, Weaken or Gripe.
Wc.25c SOc. Never aold In bulk. Tha gen-cin-e
tablet stamped C C C. Guar aa read to
SOS
care or your money track.

Par SottU. 25c
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Laundry work at home would be
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CHILD HAD SIXTY BOILS.
Starch were used. In order to get the
m
desired stiffness, it is usually necesRod
And Suffered Annually with a
the
Wrtrataaaj. Owner names, prlee.,
that
starch
much
CBáXTgTAStílilDII.
so
use
sary
to
8caid-Lik- o
Humor on Her Head.
rUlX farm-.- ranches, eolonlratlon tract. Buy from
beauty and fineness of the fabric Is nOflOCV NEW
IPCOVEBT: gtvea owners. Ware conunl Salons.
quirk
relief
VtfWrmzW
anacuresworrtjaaej.
hidden behind a paste of varying
ook of testimonials and 10 day. treatment
" W. N. U., Oklahoma City, No.
Trouble Cured by Cuticura.
R. 11. U. URBENn MONO. Box B, Atlanta. Ua.
thickness, which not only destroys the
wearthe
affects
also
appearance,
but
"When my little Vivian was about
of the goods. This troutlx months old her head broke out in ing quality entirely
overcome by using
bolls. She had about sixty In all and ble can be
can be applied
used Cuticura Soap and Cuticura Defiance Starch, as It
of its great
Ointment which cured her entirely. much more thinly because
Some time later a humor broke out be- er strength than other makes.
hind her ears and spread up on to
Pleasant for Mr. Bennett.
her head until It was nearly half covWilliam S. Bennett, a representa
ered. The humor looked like a scald, tive from New York city, went to ad
very red with a sticky, clear fluid com- dress a political meeting in his dising from It. This occurred every trict one night, when he was much
spring. I always used Cuticura Soap younger than he is now.
and Ointment which never failed to
"The chairman," said Bennett, "was
heal it up. The last time it broke a very literal person. He looked at
diswas
I
so
out it became
bad that
the gallery, where one woman was sitcouraged. But I continued the use of ting, and said: 'Lady and gentlemen,
Resol
Cuticura Soap, Ointment and
this is a most momentous campaign.
vent until she was well and has never There are grave Issues to be disyears.
been troubled in the last two
cussed. Later we will hear from our
Mrs. M. A. Schwerln, 674 Spring Wells
best speakers, but, for the present, we
Ave., Detroit, Mich., Feb. 24, 1908."
will listen to Mr. Bennett.' "
,

--

Potter Drag

a Caem.

Corp., Bol

man to clean out his cellar. The Irish
man began his work. He orougur.
forth a lot of empty whisky bottles,
and as he lifted each one locked
through it at the sun. The preacher,
who was walking on the lawn, saw
him and said: "They are all dead
ones, Pat." "They are?" said Pat.
"Well, there Is one good thing about
It they all had the minister with
them when they were dying."

tut

(fMJl

Inventors

Wmj&T the i
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Props, Bottom.

Died in Good Company.
A clergyman, who was not averse
to an occasional glass, hired an Irish-

Sheer white goods, In fact, any line
wash goods when new, owe much of
their attractiveness to the way they
are laundered, this being done in a
manner to enhance their textile beauand will probably retire from the dip ty. Home laundering would be equallomatic service.
ly satisfactory If proper attention was
The countess has chosen for het given to starching, the first essential
debut the role In which Mary Gardes being good Starch, which has sufficient
made her first appearance that ui strength to stiffen, without thickening
Louise. She has been studying sing the goods. Try Defiance Starch and
ing with Jean de Reszke in Paris. She you will be pleasantly surprised at the
is still as handsome as she was it improved appearance of your work.
other days, when she wore wonder
Evening Things Up.
fully fancy dress costumes at the no
There Is much rivalry between
clal affairs In the nation's capital.
of the
The latest slight that caused the Judges Rosalsky and O'Sulllvanand last
countess to abandon diplomatic and general sessions In New York
as If O'Sulllvan had
official life came from the czarina ol week it looked
rival for all time. He
Russia. Her majesty declined to ap the laugh on his
whose name
point the countess one of her maids had a man before him swore
that he
who
Rosalsky,
but
was
cu
post
has
been
which
it
of honor, a
Friday things
But
Irishman.
an
was
am
daughters
of
to
give
the
tomary to
up when a man named
bassadors and very high officials. were evened
brought before Judge RoCount Casslni pressed as urgently as Flynn was
he was a Jew.
possible for the customary honor, bul salsky and swore that
the empresa said "No."
Important to Mother.
This refusal was made particularly
Examine carefully every bottle of
cutting because the daughter of Ba CASTQK1 A a safe and sure remedy tor
ron Rosen, who succeeded Count Cas Infants and children, ana see
sinl as ambassador at Washington,
was recently appointed maid of honoi sjnslure
to the czarina.
la Use For Over HO Tear.
The Kind You Have Always Bought
estimate sent to congress by the wai
department, but in having it favorably
acted upon by the committee of the
whole house, only to meet defeat be
fore the appropriation bill was passed
by the house itself.
This year there Is such close par
ing of all estimates that It is not likely
that any money will even be asked foi
this purpose.
The board of ordnance of the army
now has $45,000 for air ship expert
ments, $25,000 to be paid to tnt
Wright brothers if they succeed Is
making a flight of ten miles at the
rate of 36 miles an hour carrying one
person besides the operator, and $20,
000 to A M. Herring, if he meets prao
tically similar requirements.
This will be the end of experimenta;
work unless some interest In aerial
navigation Is shown by congress la
the form of a liberal appropriation

VTJ0jlm
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little Encouragement for the

Aft

Dysentery, Diarrhea, Cholera
Morbus, bolera Infantum, Colic
and Cramps. Also relieves Griping Pains, Sour Stomach, Vomiting, Sea Sickness, and Hysterics and Nervousness due to

A

"Hit sutUnly must be hard, Sambo,
to have de reputation foah chicken
stealin' wot you've got!"
"Yass, chile, but chickens is so
scarce nowadays, dat de hardest part
is tryin' ter live up ter dat reputation!"

shoes
vValuet. fornoirm
the Prioe ñau Iwl

INVALUABLE
for Summer
Complaints

dead-bea-

Chum of Alice Longworth Going on Stage

THE

MEN SEE HIM.

Rough on Rats, un be at abl e exterminator
Rough on Hen Lice, Nest Powder, 26c.
Rough on Bedbugs. Powder orLlq'd, 26c.
Rough on Fleas, Powder or Liquid, 25.
Rough oa Roaches, Pow'd, 15c.,LIq'd,25c.
Rough on Moth and Ants, Powder, 25c.
Rough on Skeeters, agreeable tofiseSc
B.S.Wells, Chemist, Jersey Clty.N. J.
Says a Press Humorist:
"Shakespeare, It is said, never
"He didn't have to run a daily
humorous feature."
"But Montaigne, whenever he saw a
good thing, annexed it."
"Ah, he was more like the rest of
us."

4f4
I
I

I
I
I

With a smooth Iron and Defiance
Starch, you can launder your shirt
waist Just as well at home as the
steam laundry can; it will have the
proper stiffness and finish, there will
be less wear and tear of the goods,
and It will be a positive pleasure to
use a Starch that does not stick to the
iron.
Enlightening Rollo.
"Father," said little Rollo, "what is
an egotist?"
"An egotist, my son, is a burnt
match that thinks it was the whole
fireworks." Washington Star.
Among Women.
"Why worry about the children?"
"I can't help it"
"But. my dear, you are hurting your
gamo of bridge."
Cured at Once.
take Dr. Biggers Huckleber-r- v
cordial for Dysentery, iKarrhoea and
Children Teething. At Druggists 25c and 50c.
So say all who

Faith.
Faith makes us, and not we It; and
faith makes its own forms. Emerson.

It
Sore throat is no trifling ailment.
will sometimes cany infection to the entire system through the food that is eaten.
Ha mima Wizard Oil is a sure, quick cure.

If a girl can pas her thirtieth birthWhen you hear a girl speak of a
day without detection she begins to
think the dates in the family record young man as being a bear well, you
can draw your own conclusions.
may have been slightly mixed.
PERRY DAVIS- - FA1NKIIXKR
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them white as snow. 2 oz. package 5 cents.

malicious truth may do more
harm than an Innocent lie.
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If thy friend Is honey do not lick
him up altogether.
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YOt'R CIXrTHEB LOOK YEM.OWf
If so, use Red Croas Ball Bine. It will nuke
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Occasionally women try to reform

a man by roasting him.
Lewis' Single Binder straight 5c Many
smokers peeler taem to loc cigars.
An easy beginning
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TO ANY STORE WHERE
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Sweetheart Toilet Soap

E

E

18

8IZE CAKE FREE

E

80LD

AND REOEIVE A FULL

(If not signed with INK it is VOID)

T
H

E
A

R

T

Name

T

Street

H

.City
This coupon will be redeemed from the Storekeeper by his jobber (but not unless it is properly signed by
the customer and the soap named therein given) and any person who gives or accepts any article except SWEETHEART
SOAP in exchange for this coupon commits an act of obtaining goods under false pretense, for wbich and for any other
fraudulent use of this coupon in any manner whatever, that
person will be prosecuted to the full extent of the law.

E

WARNING

MANHATTAN SOAP CO.,

NEW YORK

A
R

T

COUPON
HAVE YOU A BOY
TO EDUCATE?
Before deciding on a school
do not fail to obtain the
latest catalogue of

HOLY TRINITY

COLLEGE

OF DALLAS
Catalogue sent for the asking.

Address HOLY TRINITY COLLEGE, Dept. M
OAK LAWN. DALLAS, TEXAS

justify the finish.

ff thOSt Ugly, srlzzly, gray hairs.

I 4
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CREOLE" HAIR RESTORER. o PRICE. SI.OO. retail.
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ASK FOR CORRECTION

The Alcazar Motion Picture Show

Several Citizens of "Camp Citv"
Request The'News to Call
it "Camp City."

Lee Jones, Proprietor.
pictures which arc both cd- arc showing
ducationul and ntnufiii),'. One hour's jood show.
One illustrated sonj;, sung by Mrs. Taggart. the best
singer in the southwest.
We

tirst-clns-

s

The following letter was handthis week,' with
the reqnest tiiat to he published :
Oft.
Camp City,
Editor News :
Dear Sir: There have been
several mistakes in your paper
speaking of things in Camp City,
ed to The News

Admission to all 10 Cents.

continually calling it "Dog
Canon." The school house here
by

is also in Camp City Shoo House,
and the new hotel under progre-- s
is also in Camp City, and not
Dog Canon, and D.'g Canon luis
nothing to do with the town here,
but is only the railroad station.
The postoffice here is also
Camp l'ostofhce, and not Dog
Canon, and we citizens and re
sidents respectfully ask you to
recognize this as Camp City, and
not DogCanon in the furtur
(Signed) J. F. George, Leo L.
Beeman. J. W. Fetz, H. Whit-morMrs. E. W. Monroe,
(tea her of Damn City School,)
F. J. McMurray, S. Ü. Camp, E.
W. Monroe.

0
announced last week the "Kara-van- "
arrived on Saturday. If vou
have not tried a pound of this delicious coffee you have truly missed
a treat. Having sold this coffee
for five years I know its merits and
can guarantee it to have no superior
for the money.
Respectfully,
As

L.

e,

E. HUSHES,

NEW ENTERPRISE

Modern Grocer.

J. H. McRae Starts Lumber Yard
at Monterev.

A

Mr. McRae is

Holmes Cleaning Works
E. A. ELLIS, Prop.
109 New York Avenue.

We Lead, the Rest Follow
French

and Repairing. Specialists on Ladies and
Cants Clothing, Silks, Feathers, ate.

Dry Cleaning

Cash Meat Market

starting

yard at

lumber

Monterey.
He has
purchased three lots for the
purpose, and will begin shipping
lumber up there the first of the
month. Mr. McRae is a thoroug-l- y
practical lumber man, and
will make a success of the n e w
venture. There is no doubt but
that Monterey will grow, and the
new venture will be in good time
to meet the demand of the builders. Mr. McRae is a long head
ed business man and is always on
the lookout for opportunities, and
is quick to take advantage of
those that present themselves
Left for Home.

Fribley
See him before you sell your live stock,
Cattle, Hogs, Etc.

The or)ly place in Otero County
whereyou can get a White
Pine Screen Door is at

McRae Lumber Company

NEAU'S

T

1

1
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able young lady, and durine lier
seven weeks visit has made many
friends here, and was quick to
learn western ways. She found
much pleasure in riding the Mexican broncho and in motoring
over our fertile plains.

Baptist Church.
Pastor

S.

time for your stoves, don't,
wait until the- - are picked over,
we have both, the new and
second hand, at Oliver's.

in
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oooo
SPECIAL attention giver) to families "and
Parties.

J. C. JONES, Prop.

Now Open for Business
This hotel has opened for business with
everything brand new.
The best equipped Cafe in Alamogordo.

A Regular Dinner for

35c

-
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On account of the poor health
of my wife I am offering for sale
my entire stock of goods. I am
going to leave Alamogordo, and
wish to close out the stock at
once, therefore I am offering to
auyone who wishes to start business in my store the stock of
goods at 20 per cent below cost.
I am also offering to the public
the goods at cost and below, un- the stock is closed out.
I will sell my line of shoes at
t Ii e lOllOWint nnees! ltfnn'e
fine shoes, regular $5.00 value
$4.00; $4.00 shoes $3.00; $3.75
shoes $3.00; $3.50 shoes $2.75;
$3.00 shoes $2.25; $2.50 shoes
$2.00; $2.00 shoes $1.60; $1.75
shoes $1.40; Lady's line shoes
regular $4.00 shoes $3.00 ; $3.00
shoes $2.50: $3,00 shoes $2.00;
$2.50 shoes $1.75;school shoes,
$2.25 shoes $1.50: $2.00 r1iop
$1.40; $1.50 shoes $1.15; $1.00
shoes 75c.
The stock of shoes in my store
are the newest in town.
Come in and see me.
J. N. BUSHEY,
THK

SHOE MAN

Well, you wont be If you trade

Cure For Obesity.

Garden and Field Seed, Flour, Meal, Grain and
Hay call on us at Cooper's old stand, 9th Street

STEPP

MURRELL

&

Phone

74

Electrical Supplies. Auto and Gasoline
Engine Supplies.
General Repair Shop. Wiring Done.

G. F.

ROUSSEAU,
Cor. 10th and Penn. Ave.

'Phone 56

J.Q.GRANT,
City Livery and Transfer
Proprietor of the

Good ngs, caretul drivers and
Is now ready for business.
genteel treatment. Office up town just East of News office

Phone

Residence Phone

170

MEYER

C.

Dealer in General Merchandise
p
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complete in all lines and my prices are right.
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stock is
Just received a car

of Ft. Smith. Art., Farm and Mountain Wagons.
I am
agent for Champion Mowers and Rakes and other Interna- tional Harvester Co.. Machinery.
Also agent for the John
Deere Plow Company's Implements.

HENRY J. ANDERSON,

President.

V

In,

it
W

W. R. EIDS0N,
R. B. ARMSTRONG.
Vice President
Cashier

Established 1900

The First National Bank
Of Alamogordo, N. M.
CONDENSED STATEMENT
COMPTROLLER'S CALL. CLOSE OF BUSINESS June 23,

AT

1909.

LUlBIUTUM

Loans and Discounts
Overdrafts

Ttonds id secure circulation
Premiums on 1. S. Houds
Hankitiir house.furnilutt- - .v: li.xti res
Other Real Estate owned
Redemption fund
Other Securites
Cash and Bight Exchange

9T.M6JI

Capital

l&HMRj
19X0

Circulation
Deposit,.

,"M' Surplus and

t'. S.

22.Ov.ot
275

oc

Undivided" Profit'

nor.

16,01

110

SHI.'.'
175.su
47.25. J4

T'

V.M

W..i.t5

DIRECTORS
W. J. BRYSON,
F. M. RHOMBERG,
HENRY J. ANDERSON,
J. M. WYATT,
It MPVCD
BYRON SHERRY, HENRY 8. EVANS.

EMIIALMKP
AND FUNERAL

DIRECTOR

AND DEALC
IN FUNERAL

Landlady (to new Itoardcr. who is
ratber stout)--! am glad to hear that
one of my former boarders recom
mended you to my house.
Stout Boarder Yes: he snoke
highly of It. After telling him that I
had tried all kinds of antifat without
success, he advised a short stay here- .-

A.

J. BUCK

UNDERTAKER

OFFICE PHONE
NO. 4.

RESIDENCE
PHONE
NO. 90.

The
Printing
Point

9

Good typewritten letters convey
an impression of good business
methods,and the machine is often
responsible for the appearance.

Auiier.

Freda.

She won't come back. She's married
now.
She thinks she's better off.
Perhaps she Is. At any rate.
It does no good to scoff.
But every time we think of her
Our sad hearts give a throb.
It makes a difference In our bouse
Since Freda yoompod her yob.
Somervilie Journal,

STORE

When Id need of

most.

SUPPLIES

Life doesn't seem the same to us
Since Freda went away.
We talk iibont It every night
And also every day.
The kitchen seems a cheerless place'
Ve hate to turn the knob
And look Into that lonesome waste
Binee Freda yoomped her yob.
We miss our Freda dreadfully.
In fact, for her we pine.
Her English was distressing, but
Her breakfast rolls were flns.
And now we sit and think of her,
And In our throats a sob
Of sorrow rises at the thought
That Freda yoomped her yob.

at tbe

noy wnere your money buys lasj

tbe other miu s aeon.

Don t pay

house, "I have doue my part, aud now
if she wants to expire in the most terrible agonies she must assume all the
risks. That is. we will en iniv,. h
river for a day's fishine if It won't
cost over 75 cents for bait and all."
M. QUAD.

Alamogordo, N. M

JL -

"And there are other things," continued Mr. Perkins without taking note
Of her exclamation.
"As I said a few
minutes ago, you weigh 180 pounds.
You can no longer sit on my lap without my knees giving way. Tou are
till a sylph, but what effect Is the salty
atmosphere going to have on youT
Will It relegate you back to a skeleton, or will you increase to 250 pounds
and make It impossible for me to
squeeze you through the door of an
ordinary room? That's a thing to be
thought of.
Would Change Her Disposition.
"Again, changing climate.-- changes
dispositions.
We are like cooing doves
here. We may get down to the seashore to fairly hate each other. Seventeen different doctors say this may be
the case. I do not wish to be guilty
of your murder, my love, and I do
not want to wake up and find that you
have cut my windpipe.
" Another tiling. You hair Is thin and
faded. You are obliged to dve it. The
faets are not against you In the slightest, as Marie Antoinette hail to do the
same thing. But here Is the kernel.
Thirty different doctors certify that In
such cases the woman who goes to the
seashore comes home with straw colored hair and terrible headaches and
while Buffering from the latter are
often driven to suicide.
Suppose I
were to come home from the office
some day and find you hanging from
oiu- only peach tree! Could I ever eat
poaches from it again? These are
things for yon to think of. my dear
Mrs. Perkins, to sit up and think of in
the most serious manner. When you
have thought of them we will reopen
the subject aud see what conclusions
we can arrive at."
"Never, sir!" said Mrs. Perkins as
she rose up with red cheeks and flashing eyes.

FOR SALE.

1

Southwestern Hotel
and Cafe,
EUROPEAN PLAN

"Ir. Smith says that he has known
of 100 eases where fat womeu going to
Atlantic City have died within tweuty-foti- r
boms of heart trouble.
"tr. Hiñes snys that salt air striking an inland person all of a sudden
Is as bail as a bullet.
"Pr. BUiafleld kept track of eases
aloug the Atlantic coust last season
and has a record of 440 fat women who
died In their beds ou tbe very first night
alter their arrival. They were not
stricken dead by tbe high charges of
the hotels, but their hearts went back
on them.
"There is the record. Mrs. Perkins,
and what am I to do? Am I to rush
you down to the seashore and have you
dead on my hands, or am I to keep you
Inland and hare your company and
your love for many years to come?"
"Those doctors are fools, and you
know It!" snapped Mra. Perkins In reply.

1

n)ogordo. Under the new management
tbe rates have beeo reduced to $2.00 a day
and the service has been irnproved.

Mrs. Bertha B. Neal

is

Sre You Behind?

Say!

heart ailment

B. Collaway will
"You mean"
peach at the First Baptist church
"Í mean that yon are the merinost
Sunday at 11 a.m. and 7 :30 p.m. hnsband in Europe, Asia, Africa or
Amerlcu.'"
Sunday school at 9:4-- a. m.
"Well," said Mr. Perkins to himself
after she had disappeared into the
Strangers welcomed.

It

Alamoqordo

THE oldest and best Known hotel

Miss Dorothy White, of Cleve
land, Ohio, who has been visit
ing her friend, Miss Winifred
t. yesterday tor .nor
uiruon, leir
home in the "City on Lake Erie's
Shore." Miss White is an estim

kut what of Uiat noble and tender heart
of yours what of jour heart? Yon
are an Inland bird, anil you b.ive been
fljinu from tree to tree nud bopping
from twig to twig, far from the ocean""
roar. How would it be if you were
suddenly rushed down to Atlantic City
and to a salt atmosphere? Would It
benefit or harm yon? OHM that lov-in- e
heart of yours slnud the strain?
This was one of the tilings I had to
consult the authorities nliout. anil It
i ÍUtkí i u.vi.
I luiia alao Imku
stM
savins newspaiier clippings slm-- the
first of tl year."
That is. yu have been trying to tiuü
some exrnso to break your promise
(Jo ahead. 1 can see that you are go
In to twist out of it."
My dear Mrs. I'erkius, let me read
you a record, and If you then desire
to jiiipai'dizc yum- - life I hall have
nothing to sny.
"Dr. Barnes says that a sudden
ehaiin of climate from fresh to salt is
almost sure to produce death from

The Underwood

AJTh.

Printin point
The type-ba- r
oper- atH'e Peculiar to the Ij nder- no other
Tonkin
Jt C8nuot
1.
prevent operators bknXrs. a88Uredaud th Underwood features
wood.
wobble.

ThTw

The simple mecliaaistn ui i
milfhty interesting
tnSSSSSyf
Knowledge of the tJnd rZ.d rf i
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"The Machine You

Will
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Eventually Buy"

The Underwood Typewriter Co.,
Inc. A0ywh.re

